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MR. SPEAKER: Now, we will take item No.20.  Shri H.R. Bhardwaj.

THE MINISTER OF LAW AND  JUSTICE (SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ): I beg to move:

“That the Bill to provide for the creation of Legislative Council for the State of Andhra Pradesh
and for matters supplemental, incidental and consequential thereto, be taken into consideration.”

 

            Sir, the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council Bill, 2004 seeks to provide for the creation of
Legislative Council in the Legislature of the State of Andhra Pradesh and for matters
supplemental, incidental and consequential thereto.

            The Legislative Assembly of Andhra Pradesh passed a Resolution on 8th July, 2004 in
terms of Article 169 (I) of the Constitution for creation of a Legislative Council in that State.  In
this connection, it may be stated that a Legislative Council existed in the State of Andhra Pradesh

prior to 1985, which was abolished with effect from 1st June, 1985.  Thereafter, on the basis of a
resolution passed by the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly for revival of the Legislative
Council in the State, a Bill to the effect – containing certain similar provisions for the State of
Tamil Nadu also – was introduced in the Rajya Sabha on 10.05.1990 and passed by that House. 
This Bill, however, lapsed on the dissolution of the Ninth Lok Sabha.  The State Government of
Andhra Pradesh later withdrew its request for the revival of the Council.
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            The Present Bill seeks to provide for creation of a Legislative Council in the State of
Andhra Pradesh with a total strength of 90 Members, 31 of which are to be elected by the local
authorities, 8 each are to be elected by the Graduates and Teachers Constituencies, 31 by the
Legislative Assembly and the remaining 12 are to  be nominated by  the Governor.   The local
authorities  being represented in the

 

Legislative Council are Municipal Corporations, Municipalities, Nagar Panchayats, Cantonment
Boards, Zila Parishads and Mandal Praja Parishads.[r42]

            The constitution of the Legislative Council is, therefore, the same as it had existed prior
to its abolition, except for the local bodies constituting the local authorities’ constituency.

            The Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council Bill, 2004 introduced in the Lok Sabha on 16th

December, 2004, was referred to the Departmentally-related Parliamentary Standing Committee
on Personnel, Public Grievances, Law and Justice for examination and report. The Committee

laid its report in Parliament on 24th March 2005 in which it favoured the Bill and recommended
to have a re-look on the issue of enrolment of primary teachers in teachers’ constituencies. In this
context, it may be added that the issue of providing voting rights to Primary School Teachers in
the Legislative Council has been under consideration since 1957 but no decision has been
possible in the absence of consensus among the concerned bodies, namely, the States having
Legislative Councils and Central Advisory Board of Education. The Government, therefore, is
not accepting the recommendation and is proceeding with the Bill as suggested by the Resolution
of the Legislative Assembly.

            Sir, with these words, I commend this Bill for the consideration of this House.

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Motion moved:

“That the Bill to provide for the creation of Legislative Council for the State of
Andhra Pradesh and for matters supplemental, incidental and consequential thereto,
be taken into consideration.”

 

SHRI BIKRAM KESHARI DEO Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, the Bill, which is going to be passed
for the formation of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council, is a welcome measure.
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Accordingly, the Andhra Pradesh Assembly also passed a Resolution that the formation of the
Council is necessary in the State of Andhra Pradesh.  Therefore, the hon. Law Minister has
brought in this Bill for formation of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council.

            The constituencies will be the Municipal Corporations, Municipalities, Nagar Panchayats,
Cantonment Boards, Zila Praja Parishads and Mandal Parishads, and from these constituencies
the members will be elected and the Council will be formed. But was it really necessary to form
this Council which has been mooted? It is because by passing this Bill and by forming the
Council, it should not just be a Council to dole out favours to the politicians who have been
denied Assembly tickets in the House. The Legislative Council should not be primarily a place
for hosting and placing all the rejected candidates, whoever have been rejected in the elections.

            So, here I would like to say that let it be a true legislative body like the Rajya Sabha
which we call the Upper House so that proper debate could be carried out for the development
and betterment of Andhra Pradesh. Today I was reading a report that one-man judicial probe by
one Mr. Reddy has been ordered into the suicide deaths in Andhra Pradesh. He has said that the
previous Government is responsible for the suicidal deaths in the State of Andhra Pradesh. He
has said that because of non-building of water tanks, non-digging of tube wells and because of
stopping of the ex-gratia payment to the farmers whose tube wells failed, deaths have taken
place. So, these problems of the State could be hammered out in the newly formed Andhra
Pradesh Legislative Council, and thereby, I think the people of Andhra Pradesh will be able to get
some justice[m43]. It might be any Government but our commitment to the people must be there.
What we say in the manifestos should be implemented for the people.

            Now, Sir, they have come up, the UPA Government have struck a deal with the Telangana
Party or with Mr. Chandra Shekhar Rao, saying that they will form a Telangana State. I think no
action has been initiated till date. Now, to satisfy or to satiate the political wishes of the left out
Congress workers of Andhra Pradesh, this Bill has been brought to satisfy them. Our Party, the
BJP and the NDA believed in the smaller States. We made three new States – Chhattisgarh,
Uttaranchal and Jharkhand - which was a commitment to the people, and we did that. Now, we
would like to see the commitment of the UPA Government… (Interruptions) How much
commitment they have got for the formation of Telangana State that is totally neglected. It is a
neglected region. … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: No running commentary please.
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SHRI BIKRAM KESHARI DEO : I come from a neglected region. It is the Kalahandi where a
KBK programme is going on to uplift the poorer people there. In that State, some action oriented
programme should be taken up. I hope and believe that our Constitution has provided for the
formation of Legislative Councils. I hope, after the formation of Andhra Pradesh Legislative
Council, the people of Andhra Pradesh will be able to get some justice. I request the Treasury
Benches and the present Government of Andhra Pradesh to send proper candidates with
commitment to the people. It should not be a place of political patronage. … (Interruptions)

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: I have not received any notice.

… (Interruptions)

 

SHRI K.S. RAO Sir, basically, we are a Federal Union and a Union of all States. States are free
to make their own laws in certain aspects. States are free to make their own laws in certain areas,
their own decisions, planning and the programming as has been provided in the Constitution.
While framing the Constitution, the framers of the Constitution said that there has to be a second
Chamber. There can be a second Chamber and the States are at liberty to choose it depending
upon their needs. So, the second Chamber wherever is constituted is not anything out of the way.
It is as decided by the framers of the Constitution itself.… (Interruptions)

SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY (PURI): Then why had you dissolved it in 1985?…
(Interruptions)

SHRI K.S. RAO : Do you not have patience to listen?… (Interruptions) You want to be told
everything in one word. … (Interruptions) Have patience, I will tell you.… (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Please do not disturb.

… (Interruptions)

SHRI K.S. RAO : He does not know the history. I will tell him.… (Interruptions)

SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY : You were in power at the Centre. .… (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: No running commentary please.
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… (Interruptions)

SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN (BALASORE): When Congress was having 415 Members in the
Parliament … (Interruptions) at that time then how do they say that they had opposed it at that
time?… (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: No. Swainji, that is not the way. You and your Party will get a chance
to say your side.

… (Interruptions)

 SHRI K.S. RAO : The second Chamber in Andhra Pradesh was functioning extremely well. But
in 1983, when the TDP Government came into power, it was almost ruled like an autocratic State
and not a free democratic State. The Leader of the  State… (Interruptions)

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU (SRIKAKULAM): The great, Shri N. T. Rama Rao was
the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh.… (Interruptions)

DR. M. JAGANNATH (NAGAR KURNOOL): It was a democratic and elected Government.…
(Interruptions) How can you say that?… (Interruptions) He should withdraw that part.…
(Interruptions) People voted us to power.… (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing will be recorded except the speech of Shri K.S. Rao.

(Interruptions) …

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: I will give you time.

… (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing will go on record.

(Interruptions) … *

SHRI K.S. RAO : You say whatever you want to say.… (Interruptions)

DR. M. JAGANNATH : He should withdraw that part.… (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing will go on record.
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(Interruptions) … *

SHRI K.S. RAO  : In those days, the majority in the State Legislative Council was of the
Congress Party[t44].… (Interruptions)

 

 

 

 

 

* Not Recorded.

 

 

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, you delete that word. My
friend can criticise the Telugu Desam Government but he should withdraw those words. …
(Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: I would see later on. If that is objectionable, that would be expunged.

… (Interruptions)

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Thank you, Sir.

PROF. RASA SINGH RAWAT (AJMER): He has used highly objectionable words. …
(Interruptions)

SHRI K.S. RAO : The TDP Government at that time could not reconcile to the majority of the
Congress Party in the Council. … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Please sit down.

… (Interruptions)
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MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing other than the speech of Shri K.S. Rao should be recorded.

(Interruptions) … *

SHRI K.S. RAO : They had a fear that if a Bill were passed in the Legislative Assembly and
referred to the Council, they would face some difficulty. They were not in a position to reconcile
with even a little criticism if there were to be something wrong or if there were to be some
differences. Having not been able to reconcile with even a little cricitism in the Council, which
was also a Constitutional organ, they decided to abolish it. They made a challenge that they
would abolish the Council and see that there was no criticism from that side. … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: This is not the way.

… (Interruptions)

 

 

* Not Recorded.
 MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing should be recorded except the speech of Shri K.S. Rao.

(Interruptions) …*

SHRI K.S. RAO : The majority was with the TDP in the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly.
They made a Resolution to abolish the Council in 1985 and referred it to Parliament. In
Parliament, in the Lok Sabha, in 1985, there used to be 415 Members from the Congress Party.
… (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: You have only four or five more minutes at your disposal.

SHRI K.S. RAO : Having respect for the decision made by the majority of the Legislative
Assembly of Andhra Pradesh, the then Prime Minister Shri Rajiv Gandhi, in spite of having
absolute majority here, which was more than four-fifth, said that we should respect their desire
and we should respect their Resolution. He said that there need not be any discussion, in spite of
the fact that the Congress Party in Andhra Pradesh was totally against the dissolution. Still he
said that we should pass the Bill without any discussion and their own Members supported it.
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            The then Leader of the Telegu Desam Parliamentary Party, Shri Madhav Reddy had
expressed his gratitude. He expressed his happiness and gratitude to the Government for
‘accepting the wishes of the Government of Andhra Pradesh.’ It is on record in this House.

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : There is nothing wrong in that.

SHRI K.S. RAO : Yes, there is nothing wrong. We appreciate that. You must also have the same
mindset.

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Since it was abolished, they need not have again passed
a Resolution and sent it to the Government of India to take approval from Parliament. The people
of Andhra Pradesh might not give you the mandate every time. … (Interruptions)

* Not Recorded.
 SHRI K.S. RAO : Sir, he is taking half of my time. … (Interruptions)

            Shri Ayyapu Reddy expressed his thanks to Rajivji, the then Prime Minister for
responding to the wishes of the people and respecting the Resolution passed by the Andhra
Pradesh Assembly. … (Interruptions)

            In spite of the fact that we had got 415 Members, we had respected their Resolution and
also the wishes of the people. Now, the Congress Government which has got 185 Members;
whereas the TDP has got 44 Members. They have made a Resolution in the Assembly with 207
Members in favour of it and only 44 Members from the Telugu Desam, but no other Member,
opposed to it[r45].

            In this background this is to be seen. This is also in spite of the fact that the Congress
Government did not do it all of a sudden. Even before it went to the polls they made a promise. It
was incorporated in the manifesto that ‘once we get elected we will get this Council’. So, there is
nothing out of the way. As the hon. Member from the BJP was telling, it was not an after-
thought. It was not to bring only those persons who were rejected by the people or to dole out
any favour to somebody. It is an election promise, a committed thing.

            Presuming that what he said is right, today are they prepared to leave all the 90 seats to
the Congress Party? Even now out of the entire 90 seats in the Council, only 31 will come from
the Assembly and even out of these 31, the maximum we may get is 19 and the balance 12 seats
will once again go to the Opposition. The hon. Member from the BJP says that the other 31 seats
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will be from municipalities, Panchayats, Mandal Presidents and Zilla Parishads etc. and all those
things. He says that the people are against the Congress Government and tomorrow if you go to
the polls in the local Board elections they will get majority. If they were to be so confident, why
not they get it tomorrow? … (Interruptions)

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : The Council has no power in that. … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Shri Yerrannaidu, when your turn will come, you can say whatever
you like. I would request you not to disturb when he is speaking.

SHRI K.S. RAO : The comment of the BJP has no value because if we were to dole out all the 90
seats, yes, he can make that comment. But once again opportunity is given to all of them. Every
Party can definitely go to the people and say it in Parishads, in Municipalities and in Graduates
constituencies. The most important section in the society is the learned people, that is teachers
and graduates who want a representation to represent their own issues and problems and get the
Acts made to favour them. What do they want to favour? They want to favour the development
of the nation. So, nothing is going to be one-sided. It is for everybody to decide tomorrow. Why
should they make so much fuss about it? That means they have no respect for the wishes of the
people. They have no respect for the resolution passed in the Assembly by a majority? If that be
so, then we would not have allowed it to be abolished at all. They must understand this much.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : They have the right to say something in the House.

SHRI K.S. RAO : Yes, Sir. I quote some instances. In 1962 the great, respected leader of Tamil
Nadu, late Annadurai was defeated in the 1962 election; but later, in 1967 he won the election to
the Lok Sabha; but he became a Member of the Legislative Council and became a Chief Minister.
Similarly, late Rajagopalachari, in 1952, became the Chief Minister from the Legislative Council.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Please conclude now.

SHRI K.S. RAO : That means, on some occasion, when we have got eminent personalities whose
services are required, whose intelligence is to be utilised, whose capacities are to be utilised, then
there is nothing wrong in having a second Chamber. Even they can bring such people tomorrow
if they were to come into power. It cannot be attributed to any Party. We did not make any
allegation.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Please conclude now.
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SHRI K.S. RAO : We did not make any allegation about them. The hon. Member from the BJP
was telling that they are for small States. If they were to be really for small States what came in
their way in going hand in hand with the TDP which was for integrated State? The TDP was
opposing tooth and nail the separate Telangana. But then they made an association with them.
What kind of morals do they have? What kind of ethics do they have? What kind of principles do
they have? … (Interruptions)

SHRI BIKRAM KESHARI DEO : Sir, this is not correct. We have started the process. …
(Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : You cannot advise them.

… (Interruptions)

SHRI K.S. RAO : Every politician wants to be like that. They want to get a favour out of it. They
want to criticise whenever an opportunity comes. When they come to power they forget all these
things. I do not want to take too much time.

            Even in 1990 when the Congress Government had come to power in Andhra Pradesh,
they made a resolution and it was first referred to the Rajya Sabha. In the Rajya Sabha it was
passed to revive the Council. The CPI(M) Member at that time, Shri Moturi Hanumantha Rao
said – “Though we are in principle opposed to it, but we honour the resolution passed by the
State Government. We are not against it.” When they made such a statement, could they not –
either the BJP or the TDP - understand this much?

            I wish that the other Members also would be very reasonable in the discussion. It is not
for any personal favour. It is not to give any favour to any individual. All Parties can do that. The
genuine people, intelligent people and competent people can be brought into the Council.

            I wholeheartedly support this Bill and I wish this will go without much acrimony and
allegations and long discussions in the House.          

 

 

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU  Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, my party opposes in principle
the Bill brought to revive the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council. The Statement of Objects and
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Reasons given by the hon. Law Minister is not convincing.

            In our country, more than 20 States have no second Chamber, that is, Legislative Council.
Only four States have Legislative Councils - Karnataka, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra.
One more Council is in Jammu and Kashmir as per their own Constitution. We cannot take it as
the fifth State. According to the Constitution of India, there is no binding on the Government of
India, there is no binding on the Parliament and there is no constitutional obligation also. This is
merely a recommendation of a particular State. So many States have made such
recommendations. In the year 1976, the Punjab Government had passed a resolution in the
Punjab Legislative Assembly, recommending it to the Government of India, but till today there is
no reaction from the Government of India. So many Governments have come in the meanwhile
since 1976 till today.

            Ever since the Legislative Council was abolished by late Shri N.T. Rama Rao in the year
1985, our party's stand is very clear. Even the Congress Party came to power in Andhra Pradesh
and they made the recommendation twice and passed the resolution. At that time also, my party
had opposed it in toto and pressed for division in the Legislative Assembly.

            What is the role of the Legislative Council? There are no powers given to the Legislative
Council. It is only an advisory body. Even the Upper House, Rajya Sabha, can reject any
legislation, but the Legislative Council can only give advice; they cannot reject.  Even their
suggestions may not be accepted by the concerned State Assembly. That is only the sixth finger.
There will be lot of burden on the State Exchequer.

            There is a lot of pressure from the Congress Party cadres as they had mentioned it in their
election manifesto also. The present Bill is politically motivated. … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Do not disturb now.

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, the present Bill is politically
motivated to accommodate those who could not get seats in the last election. That is the prime
motto of the Congress Party. … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing except the speech of Shri Yerrannaidu is to be recorded.

(Interruptions) …*
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SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : They are reviving it to accommodate those who could
not win over through direct elections. They want to accommodate those people who were
defeated in the recent Assembly elections. The Council would be dumped with the
representatives of the vested interests to enable them to become members of the Council of
Ministers. If the Chief Minister or somebody is interested to make some particular person a
Minister and he has not won in the direct election, they would nominate him to the Legislative
Council through the backdoor and make him a Minister in the Council of Ministers. …
(Interruptions)

={ÉÉvªÉFÉ àÉcÉänªÉ  :  gÉÉÒ ®É´É, àÉéxÉä +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉÒ º{ÉÉÒSÉ BÉEä ¤ÉÉÒSÉ àÉå =xÉBÉEÉä ¤ÉÉäãÉxÉä BÉEä ÉÊãÉA +ÉãÉÉ= xÉcÉÓ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ +ÉÉè® VÉÉä =xcÉåxÉä BÉEcÉ,

´Éc àÉéxÉä ABÉDºÉ{ÉÆVÉ BÉE®É ÉÊnªÉÉ* <ºÉÉÊãÉA àÉé +ÉÉ{ÉºÉä SÉÉcÚÆMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉ{É £ÉÉÒ =xÉBÉEÉä ºÉÖxÉxÉä BÉEÉÒ BÉEÉäÉÊ¶É¶É BÉE®å*

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, you go through the debates of
the Constituent Assembly. With regard to the retention of the second Chamber, Dr. B.R.
Ambedkar had clarified in the Constituent Assembly and said :

 

 

 

* Not Recorded.
 “All that we are doing by this Constitution is to introduce the second Chamber purely as an

experimental measure. We have not, by the draft Constitution, given the second Chamber a
permanent place. We have  not made it a permanent part of our Constitution. It is a purely
experimental measure, as I said, and there is a sufficient provision…. for getting ride of the
second Chamber.”

 

Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council was created in the year 1957 by Act 37 of 1957[reporter46].
After so many years, we felt that the second Chamber is of no use. This is an additional burden
on the State’s exchequer. This is meant to create employment for the politically unemployed
people. That is why we decided to abolish the Council.

            The retention of Second Chamber was extensively debated by the Constituent Assembly.
Shri Kuladhar Chaliha considered that ‘A second chamber is nothing but a clog in the way of
progressive legislation’. Suppose you want to make a progressive legislation in the Andhra
Pradesh Legislative Assembly, even though the Legislative Council does not have any legislative
power, after passing of the Bill when you refer the measure to the Legislative Council they may
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keep it for a month, two months, or three months without having any power. What happens to
that progressive legislation during that time? That is why we decided to abolish the Legislative
Council.

            I would like to quote what a member of the French Constituent Assembly once said. He
said, ‘The law is the will of the people and the people cannot have two wills on the same subject.
When there are two Chambers, discord and divisions will be inevitable and the will of the people
will be paralysed by inaction.’

 

            So many instances are there. In the year 1985, the present Law Minister was the then Law
Minister who moved the Bill for abolition of the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council. The same
Minister is now moving this Bill for creation of the Legislative Council of Andhra Pradesh. …
(Interruptions)

            Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, I would like to pose one question to the hon. Law Minister. The
party he belongs to claims itself to be a national party. If that party is in favour of creation of
Legislative Council in Andhra Pradesh, they should follow the same principle in the case of all
the States which are under the Congress rule. If it is correct that the State will progress by the
creation of the Legislative Council, this is very good, people can be accommodated and they will
play a vital role in the process of legislation, why do they not create Legislative Councils in all
the States which are under their rule? This is a dual policy. This is not at all correct. A national
party should play a national role. There should be a debate on the existence of a second Chamber
in the States.

            When you go through the history you will see that the Tamil Nadu Legislative Council
was abolished in 1969. The West Bengal Legislative Council was abolished in 1969. The Punjab
Legislative Council was abolished in 1969. There are many instances in the country.

Once a Legislative Council was abolished with the approval of Parliament, nowhere in the
country it was again proposed to be created. This is the first time that the Congress led UPA
Government is moving this Bill to create Andhra Pradesh  Legislative Council.

My party opposes this move in toto. … (Interruptions) This is a politically motivate move.
The second Chamber will remain a political rehabilitation centre. It will not serve any useful
purpose. This is just a sixth finger which does not have any use. This will put a lot of burden on
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the State’s exchequer. The people of the State do not want creation of a Legislative Council in
Andhra Pradesh. My party opposes this Bill in toto.… (Interruptions)

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing will go on record.

(Interruptions) …*

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Why I mentioned the Resolution of Punjab Legislative
Assembly was, my good friend Shri K.S. Rao was saying that we have to give respect to the State
Assembly and people of that particular State. What happened to the Punjab Legislative Assembly
Resolution, I ask him through you, Sir.

MR DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Shri Radhakrishnan, you have only five minutes.

SHRI VARKALA RADHAKRISHNAN (CHIRAYINKIL): If that is the case, I will not speak.

SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN : Sir, this is a very important subject. Please allow him[KMR47].

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Let him speak.
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* Not Recorded.
 

SHRI VARKALA RADHAKRISHNAN   If there is no interruptions, I will speak.  I want a
patient hearing.  I am a person who is following the provisions of the Constitution.  On that basis
I oppose this Bill, not on any party politics.  I am not speaking on party politics.  What transpired
in 1985 or prior to that, I am not basing my speech.  I am basing the argument purely on ethics. 

            Now, I must submit, first of all, that I come from a State where there was bicameral
legislature - Srichitra - Legislative Council and Srimoolam - Legislative Assembly.  It was
abolished prior to Independence. Prior to the Kerala Assembly, it was bicameral.  After
Independence, when our Constitution was under promulgation, Dr. Ambedkar was very particular
about giving a bicameral parliamentary legislature here, just like the Westminster - House of
Lords and House of Commons.  So also we have Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha. 

            India is a vast country.  We have different cultures, different languages and it is quite
nature that all sections could not be represented in the House of the People because Members are
elected through direct elections.  All the interests and cultures could not be represented in
Parliament as a Federal State has a very big area. Dr. Ambedkar thought it proper to have an
Upper House, Rajya Sabha with the best of intentions for giving representation to all
communities.  Nominations process was also allowed.   There was no nominations in Lok Sabha
except for Anglo-Indian community. That was the purpose.  Moreover, it was given powers also. 
Except in the financial matters, in all other matters, they are both equal and they deal with the
same matters.  So, that was essential.  If  Rajya Sabha is having a role to play as per the
provisions of the Constitution, here it is a case where we are creating a legislature, a council.  For
what purpose?  I do not know.  The Minister did not explain.

 

            While I touch this topic in the first place, I must mention about the speech made by Prof.
M. Ramadass sometime before.  It was on a very important topic.  We had passed the Seventy-
third and the Seventy-fourth amendments to the Constitution making it mandatory that there shall
be elections to the local bodies.  He has told me that for the last 38 years, there was no elections
in Pondicherry, which is a Union Territory. The Law Minister is liable. He will have to answer
this question.  If I could say, he will be …..*  for violating the provisions of the Constitution. 
With due respect to Rajiv Gandhi, whom he follows, and who had passed a Statute making it
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mandatory to have elections to the local bodies and that too within five years, for the last 35
years, no elections had been held in Pondicherry.  Are we not ashamed of bringing this Bill for
creating?

={ÉÉvªÉFÉ àÉcÉänªÉ  : ´Éc ´ÉbÇ àÉéxÉä ABÉDºÉ{ÉÆVÉ BÉE® ÉÊnªÉÉ cè*

THE MINISTER OF LAW AND JUSTICE (SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ):  Do not use  such 
words. You are an elderly Member.  … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: No, I have expunged it.

… (Interruptions)

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: You have no right to speak like that. … (Interruptions)

You are a very senior Member.  … (Interruptions)

SHRI VARKALA RADHAKRISHNAN :  It is a Union Territory.  It is the look after of the Law
Minister so see that constitutional provisions are obeyed and implemented. … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: You should not use unparliamentary words.

SHRI VARKALA RADHAKRISHNAN : No elections were held in the Union Territory for the
last 38 years. 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:  It was expunged.

 

 

 

* Expunged as ordered by the Chair.
 SHRI VARKALA RADHAKRISHNAN :  Now, he is bringing a new  Bill to create a Council. 

For what purpose? I would just like to inform that we are economically in difficulty.  Andhra
Pradesh, Kerala and other States are in difficulties.  We are mad after investments[R48].

We do not get sufficient funds even to implement the development activities in the State.
Creating another House will involve crores of rupees. What is the purpose? If he can convince
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me that this is for the benefit of the State, I will vote for it. I will not vote for political reasons or
for political expediency. Is it a child’s play? Is it a mockery? I must remind the hon. Law
Minister that we passed the States Reorganization Act in 1956 on the basis of language. Kerala
State was formed; Tamil Nadu was formed; Andhra Pradesh was formed; and Karnataka was
formed on the basis of language. We have a single legislature in Kerala.  Tamil Nadu has only
one Assembly.  Andhra Pradesh has got one Assembly. But we did one thing. We have to make a
special mention of Andhra Pradesh. We had passed the resolution in 1957 for the establishment
of a Legislative Council for Andhra Pradesh. It was passed by this House in 1957. It came into
effect after that. A representation was made at that time, as pointed out by my learned friend Shri
K.S. Rao, and then it came into existence.  It lasted up to 1985.  Then, all of a sudden, a new
resolution came for abolition of it following the suit of Tamil Nadu, and other States. Shri Rajiv
Gandhi was good enough to move it with a resolution passed from the State Assembly. …
(Interruptions) Shri Rajiv Gandhi was gracious enough to agree to pass it. The Council continued
till 1985. We felt that it was not necessary and we should abolish it. Then came a request for that
and we abolished it. I can understand that.

Before completing two decades, a new resolution is before this House for reviving the
Council which was abolished by this House 19 years before. Within 20 years, after the abolition,
we are again to pass a resolution. Is it a child’s play? The Assembly had asked us to pass the
resolution. That was done in 1957 as a special case. Then this House passed another resolution
abolishing it in 1985. Now they are asking us to revive the old thing. If things go on like this,
what will happen? … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing will go on record except what Shri Radhakrishnan  speaks.

(Interruptions) …*

SHRI VARKALA RADHAKRISHNAN : If things go on like this, then in 2025 another
resolution will come asking us to abolish it. I may not be there at that time. But, then if the
Andhra Legislative Assembly will pass a resolution asking us to abolish it, can we do that? That
will be a political expediency. If the party in power wants it, they will pass the resolution. They
will send it here for passing it. Are we rubber stamps? Are we  tools in their hands? We are not
bound by that. … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: There should be no running commentary[p49].
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SHRI VARKALA RADHAKRISHNAN : It is not at all binding.  According to their political
convenience, they have passed the Resolution, but we are not bound by that.  Once they passed 
the Resolution, we agreed, as a special case.  Now, this is the third time that they are asking us to
revive the Council.

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Again, it will come fourth time to abolish the same!…
(Interruptions)

MR DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing will go on record except the speech of Shri Radhakrishnan.

(Interruptions) …*

SHRI VARKALA RADHAKRISHNAN :  In 1985, they wanted it to be abolished.

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:  You are repeating the same point.  Please conclude now.

SHRI VARKALA RADHAKRISHNAN :Now, in 2005, they are again wanting it to be revived. 
Again after some time, they will ask you to abolish it. 

* Not Recorded.       

 

Sir, this House is not bound by their Resolution.  This House is a sovereign body. We are not
bound by the dictates of any Legislative Assembly or the Legislative Council of any State.  This
House has a separate entity; this House has its own existence; and this House has its own
system.  We cannot be dictated. According to their whims and fancies, they will pass a
Resolution asking Parliament to revive their Council!

            So, Sir, I strongly oppose this.  We cannot be party to it.  If we pass it, it will be a black
mark in the history of the House.

            With these few words, I conclude. 

                                                                                               

 

={ÉÉvªÉFÉ àÉcÉänªÉ  : gÉÉÒ àÉÉäcxÉ ÉËºÉc* +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉÒ ¤ÉÉ®ÉÒ càÉä¶ÉÉ <xÉBÉEä ¤ÉÉn +ÉÉiÉÉÒ cè*
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gÉÉÒ àÉÉäcxÉ ÉËºÉc VÉÉÒ cÉÆ, +ÉÉè® ªÉä àÉÉcÉèãÉ BÉEÉä =ãÉ]ÉÒ ÉÊn¶ÉÉ àÉå BÉE® näiÉä cé*

        SÉÚÆÉÊBÉE ªÉc ÉÊ´ÉvÉäªÉBÉE ºÉÆºÉnÉÒªÉ ºÉÉÊàÉÉÊiÉ BÉEÉÒ +ÉÉä® ºÉä +ÉÉªÉÉ cè, £ÉÉ®-ºÉÉvÉBÉE àÉÆjÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ iÉÉä <ºÉBÉEä ºÉÉvÉxÉ àÉÉjÉ cé* VÉ¤É

{ÉÉÉÌãÉªÉÉàÉäx] º]éÉËbMÉ BÉEàÉä]ÉÒ, ÉÊVÉºÉàÉå ºÉ£ÉÉÒ {ÉFÉ BÉEä ãÉÉäMÉ lÉä, =xcÉåxÉä ÉÊBÉEºÉÉÒ BÉEÉxÉÚxÉ BÉEÉä +ÉÉàÉ ºÉcàÉÉÊiÉ ºÉä º´ÉÉÒBÉßEÉÊiÉ nä nÉÒ cè iÉÉä àÉé

xÉèÉÊiÉBÉE oÉÎ ] ºÉä +ÉSUÉ xÉcÉÓ ºÉàÉZÉiÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE ºÉÆºÉnÉÒªÉ ºÉÉÊàÉÉÊiÉ àÉå ÉÊBÉEºÉÉÒ £ÉÉÒ BÉEÉxÉÚxÉ BÉEÉ ºÉàÉlÉÇxÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ VÉÉA +ÉÉè® ºÉnxÉ BÉEä £ÉÉÒiÉ®

=ºÉBÉEÉ ÉÊ´É®ÉävÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ VÉÉA* ªÉc BÉEÉä<Ç º´ÉºlÉ {ÉÉÊ®{ÉÉ]ÉÒ xÉcÉÓ cÉäMÉÉÒ* <ºÉÉÊãÉA <xÉ {ÉÉÊ®ÉÎºlÉÉÊiÉªÉÉå àÉå àÉé <ºÉ ÉÊ´ÉvÉäªÉBÉE BÉEÉ ºÉàÉlÉÇxÉ BÉE®iÉÉ

cÚÆ*

        nÚºÉ®ÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ, àÉé BÉEcxÉÉ SÉÉciÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE £ÉÉ®iÉ BÉEÉ ºÉÆÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä ´ÉÉãÉÉå xÉä ºÉ£ÉÉÒ ®ÉVªÉÉå BÉEÉä <ºÉ ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉEÉ +ÉÉÊvÉBÉEÉ® ÉÊnªÉÉ

ÉÊBÉE ªÉÉÊn ´Éä VÉ°ô®ÉÒ ºÉàÉZÉå iÉÉä +É{ÉxÉä ®ÉVªÉ àÉå ºÉèBÉEäxb SÉèà¤É® ¤ÉxÉÉ ºÉBÉEiÉä cé* =kÉ® |Énä¶É BÉEÉÒ VÉÉä BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ cè, ãÉÉäBÉEãÉ ¤ÉÉìbÉÒ ºÉä

SÉÖxÉBÉE® àÉé £ÉÉÒ =ºÉBÉEÉÒ ºÉä´ÉÉ BÉE® SÉÖBÉEÉ cÚÆ* ÉÊcxnÖºiÉÉxÉ BÉEÉÒ ºÉÆÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ ¤Éè~ÉÒ iÉÉä àÉé ÉÊ´ÉxÉ©ÉiÉÉ{ÉÚ´ÉÇBÉE ¤ÉiÉÉxÉÉ SÉÉciÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE ºÉÆÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ

ºÉ£ÉÉ BÉEÉ SÉÖxÉÉ´É BÉE®iÉä ºÉàÉªÉ <ºÉ nä¶É àÉå ÉÊãÉÉÊàÉ]äb |ÉEéSÉÉ<WÉ lÉÉ, Abã] |ÉEéSÉÉ<VÉ xÉcÉÓ lÉÉ* ÉÊãÉÉÊàÉ]äb {ÉEéSÉÉ<WÉ ºÉä SÉÖxÉä cÖA ãÉÉäMÉÉå xÉä

£ÉÉ®iÉ BÉEÉä nÖÉÊxÉªÉÉ BÉEÉ +ÉnÂ£ÉÖiÉ ºÉÆÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ÉÊnªÉÉ VÉÉä c® ¤ÉÉ®ÉÒBÉEÉÒ ºÉä ºÉÉÎVVÉiÉ cè* <ºÉä nÖÉÊxÉªÉÉ BÉEä +ÉSUä ºÉÆÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉÉå àÉå ÉÊMÉxÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ cè*

<ºÉÉÊãÉA AäºÉÉ xÉcÉÓ BÉEcÉ VÉÉ ºÉBÉEiÉÉ cè ÉÊBÉE ºÉèBÉEähb SÉèà¤É® càÉ <ºÉÉÊãÉA ¤ÉxÉÉiÉä cé BÉDªÉÉåÉÊBÉE VÉxÉiÉÉ uÉ®É ÉÊ®VÉäBÉD] ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉä ÉÊ´ÉgÉÉàÉ

BÉEÉÒ VÉ°ô®iÉ cè, <ºÉÉÊãÉA ºÉèBÉEähb SÉèà¤É® cè* AäºÉÉ +ÉÉ®Éä{É ãÉMÉÉxÉä ´ÉÉãÉÉå BÉEÉä +É{ÉxÉä xÉäiÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ BÉEÉ <ÉÊiÉcÉºÉ näJÉxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA* ªÉÉÊn ¤ÉÖ®É xÉ

àÉÉxÉÉ VÉÉA iÉÉä àÉé BÉEcxÉÉ SÉÉcÚÆMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE £ÉÉ®iÉÉÒªÉ VÉxÉiÉÉ {ÉÉ]ÉÔ BÉEä nÉäxÉÉå ´ÉÉÊ® ~ xÉäiÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ BÉEÉ +ÉÉÊvÉBÉEÉÆ¶É ºÉàÉªÉ ®ÉVªÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ àÉå ¤ÉÉÒiÉÉ cè*

ãÉÉäBÉE ºÉ£ÉÉ BÉEä àÉÖBÉEÉ¤ÉãÉä ´Éä ®ÉVªÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ àÉå +ÉÉÊvÉBÉE ®cä cé* £ÉÉ®iÉ BÉEä |ÉvÉÉxÉàÉÆjÉÉÒ £ÉÉÒ ãÉÉäBÉE ºÉ£ÉÉ BÉEä àÉèà¤É® xÉcÉÓ cé* ªÉÉÊn ®ÉVªÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ xÉ

cÉäiÉÉÒ iÉÉä gÉÉÒ xÉ®ÉËºÉc ®É´É VÉÉÒ BÉEÉä |ÉvÉÉxÉàÉÆjÉÉÒ BÉEä {Én {É® ºÉÖ¶ÉÉäÉÊ£ÉiÉ BÉE®xÉä BÉEÉ ºÉÉè£ÉÉMªÉ ªÉÉ <ºÉ ºÉnxÉ uÉ®É xÉäiÉßi´É näxÉä BÉEÉ ºÉÉè£ÉÉMªÉ

càÉ ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉä |ÉÉ{iÉ xÉcÉÓ cÉäiÉÉ* <ºÉÉÊãÉA ¤ÉcÖiÉ ºÉÉ®ÉÒ {ÉÉÊ®ÉÎºlÉÉÊiÉªÉÉå àÉå ªÉÉÊn +ÉÉ{É näJÉåMÉä iÉÉä ºÉèBÉEähb SÉèà¤É® BÉEÉÒ VÉ°ô®iÉ cè* ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ

ÉÊBÉExÉ ®ÉVªÉÉå BÉEÉä <ºÉBÉEÉÒ VÉ°ô®iÉ cè, <ºÉBÉEÉ +ÉÉÊvÉBÉEÉ® càÉÉ®ä ºÉÆÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä ´ÉÉãÉÉå xÉä ®ÉVªÉÉå BÉEÉÒ ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ BÉEÉä ÉÊnªÉÉ

cè[MSOffice50] *AäºÉÉ BÉDªÉÉå ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ? +ÉÉVÉ =kÉ® |Énä¶É BÉEÉÒ +ÉÉ¤ÉÉnÉÒ 17 BÉE®Éä½ 40 ãÉÉJÉ cè +ÉÉè® 17 BÉE®Éä½ 40 ãÉÉJÉ

BÉEÉ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É BÉÖEãÉ SÉÉ® ºÉÉè +ÉºÉèà¤ÉãÉÉÒVÉ BÉEä àÉèà¤ÉºÉÇ BÉE®iÉä cé* ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ BÉEä ABÉE ºÉnºªÉ BÉEÉä 7-8 ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É BÉE®xÉä

BÉEÉ +É´ÉºÉ® ÉÊnªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ cè +ÉÉè® +ÉÉ{ÉxÉä <ºÉ ºÉnxÉ BÉEä £ÉÉÒiÉ® ABÉE |ÉºiÉÉ´É {ÉÉºÉ BÉE® ÉÊnªÉÉ cè ÉÊBÉE ºÉÉÒàÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ BÉEÉ {ÉÉÊ®ºÉÉÒàÉxÉ cÉäMÉÉ,

+ÉºÉèà¤ÉãÉÉÒWÉ BÉEÉ {ÉÉÊ®ºÉÉÒàÉxÉ cÉäMÉÉ, ãÉÉäBÉE ºÉ£ÉÉ BÉEÉÒ ºÉÉÒ]Éå BÉEÉ {ÉÉÊ®ºÉÉÒàÉxÉ cÉäMÉÉ, ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ ºÉÉÒ]å ºÉxÉÂ 2025 iÉBÉE xÉcÉÓ ¤ÉfÃÉ<Ç VÉÉAÆMÉÉÒ*

VÉ¤É ºÉxÉÂ 2025 iÉBÉE ºÉÉÒ]å xÉcÉÓ ¤ÉfÃÉ<Ç VÉÉAÆMÉÉÒ, AäºÉÉÒ cÉãÉiÉ àÉå ãÉÉäBÉE ºÉ£ÉÉ BÉEä àÉèà¤ÉºÉÇ BÉEÉ VÉÉä nÉªÉ®É cè, àÉé ÉÊVÉºÉ ãÉÉäBÉE ºÉ£ÉÉ FÉäjÉ

BÉEÉ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ, =ºÉBÉEÉÒ +ÉÉ¤ÉÉnÉÒ 25 ãÉÉJÉ cè* <ºÉ nä¶É àÉå AäºÉÉ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É cè, ÉÊVÉxÉBÉEä FÉäjÉ BÉEÉÒ +ÉÉ¤ÉÉnÉÒ bäfÃ ãÉÉJÉ cè,

ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ càÉå 25 ãÉÉJÉ BÉEÉÒ +ÉÉ¤ÉÉnÉÒ BÉEÉ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É BÉE®xÉÉ {É½iÉÉ cè, ªÉc ABÉE ÉÊ´É ÉàÉiÉÉ cè* ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ VÉ¤É +ÉÉ{ÉxÉä ABÉE {ÉrÉÊiÉ ¤ÉxÉÉ nÉÒ

ÉÊBÉE VÉÉä ¤É½ÉÒ ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ£ÉÉAÆ cé, =xÉàÉå £ÉÉÒ ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ BÉEä ºÉnºªÉÉå BÉEÉÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ xÉcÉÓ ¤ÉfÃäMÉÉÒ, AäºÉÉÒ cÉãÉiÉ àÉå ªÉÉÊn ®ÉVÉxÉÉÒÉÊiÉBÉE

BÉEÉªÉÇBÉEiÉÉÇ+ÉÉäÆ BÉEä ÉÊãÉA ABÉE ºÉèÉËBÉEb SÉèà¤É® ¤ÉxÉÉBÉE® BÉÖEU AäºÉä, VÉÉä ÉÊBÉEºÉÉÒ £ÉÉÒ ºÉÆMÉ~xÉ BÉEä ÉÊãÉA +ÉÉ´É¶ªÉBÉE cÉäiÉä cé +ÉÉè® ÉÊBÉExcÉÓ JÉÉºÉ

{ÉÉÊ®ÉÎºlÉÉÊiÉªÉÉå àÉå =xcå àÉiÉnÉiÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ BÉEÉ ÉÊ´É¶´ÉÉºÉ xÉcÉÓ ÉÊàÉãÉ {ÉÉiÉÉ, AäºÉÉÒ cÉãÉiÉ àÉå ªÉÉÊn =xcå ®ÉVªÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ àÉå |É´Éä¶É nä ÉÊnªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ cè, iÉÉä

àÉé <ºÉä +ÉxÉèÉÊiÉBÉE BÉEcxÉä BÉEä ÉÊãÉA iÉèªÉÉ® xÉcÉÓ cÚÆ, ªÉc BÉEÉä<Ç +ÉxÉèÉÊiÉBÉE {ÉrÉÊiÉ xÉcÉÓ cè* <ºÉÉÒÉÊãÉA ¤É½ä ®ÉVªÉÉå BÉEä ÉÊãÉA ºÉèÉËBÉEb SÉèà¤É® BÉEÉÒ

¤ÉÉiÉ BÉEcÉÒ MÉ<Ç* 70 ãÉÉJÉ BÉEÉÒ +ÉÉ¤ÉÉnÉÒ BÉEÉ ABÉE ®ÉVªÉ cè, VÉÉä càÉÉ®ä àÉå ºÉä cÉÒ BÉE]BÉE® ¤ÉxÉ MÉªÉÉ* ´Éc BÉEãÉ iÉBÉE =kÉ® |Énä¶É BÉEÉ

ÉÊcººÉÉ lÉÉ, =ºÉBÉEÉ £ÉÉÒ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ {ÉÉÊ® Én àÉå cÖ+ÉÉ BÉE®iÉÉ lÉÉ* ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ 70 ãÉÉJÉ BÉEÉÒ +ÉÉ¤ÉÉnÉÒ +ÉãÉMÉ BÉE® nÉÒ MÉ<Ç, =ºÉàÉå 90

ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ BÉEä ºÉnºªÉ cÉä MÉA, ªÉÉÊn ´Éä ´ÉcÉÆ £ÉÉÒ ªÉc àÉÉÆMÉ BÉE®å ÉÊBÉE càÉå ºÉéÉËBÉEb SÉèà¤É® ÉÊàÉãÉä, àÉé ºÉÆàÉZÉiÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE ªÉc iÉÉÉÌBÉEBÉE xÉcÉÓ
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cÉäMÉÉ* ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ ªÉÉÊn ¤É½ä ®ÉVªÉ ºÉèÉËBÉEb SÉèà¤É® BÉEÉÒ àÉÉÆMÉ BÉE®iÉä cé, iÉÉä ´Éc ´ÉÉÉÊVÉ¤É àÉÉÆMÉ cè +ÉÉè® =ºÉBÉEÉ ºÉàÉlÉÇxÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ VÉÉxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA*

<ºÉàÉå ÉÊcxnÖºiÉÉxÉ BÉEä ÉÊVÉiÉxÉä ¤É½ä ®ÉVªÉ cé, ªÉÉÊn =xÉºÉä ´ÉÉiÉÉÇãÉÉ{É BÉE®BÉEä £ÉÉ®iÉ ºÉ®BÉEÉ® ABÉE ºÉÉlÉ =xÉ ºÉ£ÉÉÒ ®ÉVªÉÉå àÉå ºÉèÉËBÉEb SÉèà¤É®

¤ÉxÉÉ näiÉÉÒ cè, iÉÉä ªÉc MÉè®-´ÉÉÉÊVÉ¤É xÉcÉÓ cÉäMÉÉ* +ÉÉ{É ªÉÉ iÉÉä ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ BÉEä ºÉnºªÉÉå BÉEÉÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ ¤ÉfÃÉxÉä BÉEÉÒ UÚ] nÉÒÉÊVÉA +ÉÉè® ªÉÉÊn ´Éc

UÚ] xÉcÉÓ näiÉä cé, iÉÉä ºÉèÉËBÉEb SÉèà¤É® ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä BÉEÉÒ <VÉÉVÉiÉ cÉäxÉÉÒ SÉÉÉÊcA, ªÉc àÉä®É +ÉÉOÉc cè*

        ªÉc ¤ÉÉ®-¤ÉÉ® BÉEcÉ VÉÉiÉÉ cè ÉÊBÉE VÉÉä |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉBÉE ºÉÆºlÉÉAÆ cé, =xÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ BÉEÉÒ ´ÉVÉc ºÉä £ÉÉ® ¤ÉfÃ ®cÉ cè, VÉèºÉä ºÉ¤ÉºÉä

¤É½É £ÉÉ® <xÉ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉBÉE ºÉÆºlÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ ºÉä cÉÒ cè* ªÉc ´ÉcÉÒ iÉBÉEÇ cè VÉÉä <ºÉ ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉEÉä BÉEciÉÉ cè ÉÊBÉE ãÉÉäBÉE ºÉ£ÉÉ +ÉÉè® ®ÉVªÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ JÉSÉæ

BÉEÉÒ ºÉ¤ÉºÉä ¤É½ÉÒ VÉMÉc cé, <ºÉàÉå MÉè®-VÉ°ô®ÉÒ JÉSÉæ BÉEÉä ®ÉäBÉExÉä BÉEä ÉÊãÉA <xÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ BÉEÉä ¤ÉÆn BÉE® ÉÊnªÉÉ VÉÉA* ªÉc ãÉÉäBÉEiÉÉÆÉÊjÉBÉE

ÉÊnàÉÉMÉ xÉcÉÓ cè, ªÉc ºÉÉÒÉÊàÉiÉ ÉÊnàÉÉMÉ cè, VÉÉä |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É BÉE®xÉä ´ÉÉãÉÉÒ ºÉÆºlÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ BÉEÉä ºÉÉÒÉÊàÉiÉ BÉE®ä* <ºÉÉÊãÉA àÉé ºÉÖZÉÉ´É BÉEä iÉÉè® {É®

BÉEcxÉÉ SÉÉciÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE =kÉ® |Énä¶É àÉå ãÉÉäBÉEãÉ ¤ÉÉìbÉÒWÉ BÉEä |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉªÉÉå BÉEÉ {ÉcãÉä ºÉä |É´Éä¶É cè, |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É cè, ®ÉÊVÉº]bÇ OÉä]ÖA]ÂºÉ BÉEÉ

|ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É cè, OÉäVÉÖA]ÂºÉ ãÉÉäMÉ VÉÉä VÉxÉiÉÉ BÉEÉ SÉÖxÉÉ´É xÉcÉÓ VÉÉÒiÉ ºÉBÉEiÉä, +ÉvªÉÉ{ÉBÉE cé, ÉÊBÉEºÉÉÒ +ÉÉè® ºÉÆºlÉÉ àÉå BÉEÉàÉ BÉE®iÉä cé, =xÉBÉEÉ

|ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ àÉå xÉcÉÓ cÉä ºÉBÉEiÉÉ, ´Éä VÉxÉiÉÉ BÉEä 24 PÉÆ]ä BÉEä ºÉä´ÉBÉE xÉcÉÓ cÉä ºÉBÉEiÉä, BÉDªÉÉ AäºÉä ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉ SÉÖxÉÉÒ cÖ<Ç

ºÉÆºlÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ àÉå |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É xÉcÉÓ cÉäxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA? <ºÉÉÊãÉA AäºÉä iÉi´ÉÉå BÉEÉä |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É näxÉä BÉEä ÉÊãÉA ºÉèÉËBÉEb SÉèà¤É® BÉEÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉEcÉÒ MÉ<Ç*

®ÉÊVÉº]bÇ OÉäVÉÖA]ÂºÉ BÉEä |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É cÉä ºÉBÉEå, +ÉvªÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉå BÉEä |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É cÉä ºÉBÉEå, ÉÊ´É¶´ÉÉÊ´ÉtÉÉãÉªÉ BÉEä +ÉvªÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉå BÉEä |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É cÉä

ºÉBÉEå +ÉÉè® àÉé xÉ©ÉiÉÉ{ÉÚ´ÉÇBÉE BÉEcxÉÉ SÉÉciÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉVÉ BÉEÉÒ iÉÉ®ÉÒJÉ àÉå ÉÊ¶ÉFÉBÉE ´ÉMÉÇ àÉå ºÉ¤ÉºÉä +ÉÉÊvÉBÉE ºÉÆJªÉÉ |ÉÉ<àÉ®ÉÒ +ÉvªÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉå BÉEÉÒ cÉä

MÉ<Ç cè* |ÉÉ<àÉ®ÉÒ +ÉvªÉÉ{ÉBÉE ÉÊBÉEºÉÉÒ £ÉÉÒ ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ àÉå +É{ÉxÉä |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É ºÉä ÉÊ´ÉcÉÒxÉ cé* àÉÖZÉä ªÉc BÉEciÉä cÖA +É{ÉEºÉÉäºÉ cÉä ®cÉ cè ÉÊBÉE

àÉÉxÉxÉÉÒªÉ BÉEÉxÉÚxÉ àÉÆjÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ xÉä +ÉÉÆwÉ |Énä¶É BÉEä BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ BÉEä MÉ~xÉ BÉEÉ VÉÉä |ÉºiÉÉ´É ®JÉÉ cè, =ºÉàÉå |ÉÉ<àÉ®ÉÒ ]ÉÒSÉºÉÇ BÉEÉä =xÉBÉEä |

ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É ºÉä ´ÉÆÉÊSÉiÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ cè, ªÉc +ÉSUÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ xÉcÉÓ cè* <ºÉÉÊãÉA àÉé +ÉÉOÉc BÉE°ôÆMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉxÉä ´ÉÉãÉä ºÉàÉªÉ àÉå |ÉÉlÉÉÊàÉBÉE ÉÊ´ÉtÉÉãÉÉå BÉEä

]ÉÒSÉºÉÇ BÉEÉ £ÉÉÒ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ àÉå ºÉÖÉÊxÉÉÎ¶SÉiÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ VÉÉ ºÉBÉEä, <ºÉBÉEä ÉÊãÉA ABÉE ºÉÆ¶ÉÉävÉxÉ <xÉ BÉEÉxÉÚxÉÉå àÉå +ÉÉxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA*

        <xÉ lÉÉä½ä ºÉä ºÉÖZÉÉ´ÉÉå BÉEä ºÉÉlÉ ÉÊBÉE lÉÉä½ä ºÉä xÉÉìÉÊàÉxÉä]äb ãÉÉäMÉ, ÉÊVÉxÉBÉEÉÒ {ÉÉÉÌ]ªÉÉå BÉEä ÉÊãÉA ¤ÉcÖiÉ VÉ°ô®iÉ cÉäiÉÉÒ cè, ®ÉVªÉ

ºÉ£ÉÉ àÉå BÉDªÉÉ cÉäiÉÉ cè, |ÉÉÊiÉÉÎ ~iÉ ÉÊJÉãÉÉ½ÉÒ VÉÉä nä¶É +ÉÉè® nÖÉÊxÉªÉÉ àÉå ÉÊcxnÖºiÉÉxÉ BÉEÉ xÉÉàÉ >óÆSÉÉ BÉE®iÉä cé, ´Éä SÉÖxÉÉ´É VÉÉÒiÉBÉE® iÉÉä xÉcÉÓ

+ÉÉ ºÉBÉEiÉä[R51]*

16.00 hrs.

+É¤É gÉÉÒ xÉ´ÉVÉÉäiÉ ÉËºÉc ÉÊºÉrÚ VÉèºÉä  ãÉÉäMÉ ABÉE-+ÉÉvÉ cÉÒ cÉåMÉä, ÉÊVÉxÉ {É® {ÉÉÉÌ]ªÉÉå BÉEÉÒ BÉßE{ÉÉ cÉäiÉÉÒ cè iÉÉä ´Éä ªÉcÉÆ +ÉÉ VÉÉiÉä cé, ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ
+ÉÉàÉ iÉÉè® {É® ÉÊJÉãÉÉ½ÉÒ, ÉÊºÉxÉäàÉÉ BÉEä BÉEãÉÉBÉEÉ®, ÉÊ´ÉÉÊ£ÉxxÉ ºÉÆMÉÉÒiÉÉå BÉEä BÉEãÉÉBÉEÉ® BÉEÉ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É ÉÊxÉ´ÉÉÇSÉxÉ {ÉrÉÊiÉ àÉå xÉcÉÓ cÉä ºÉBÉEiÉÉ cè*
Aäbã] |ÉEåSÉÉ<ºÉ àÉå VÉxÉiÉÉ BÉEä |ÉÉÊiÉ VÉÉä ºÉÉÒvÉÉÒ ÉÊVÉààÉänÉ®ÉÒ cè, ´Éc =ºÉBÉEÉ ÉÊxÉ´ÉÇcxÉ xÉcÉÓ BÉE® ºÉBÉEiÉä* <ºÉÉÊãÉA ABÉE {ÉrÉÊiÉ àÉÉxÉÉÒ MÉªÉÉÒ
ÉÊBÉE ®É ]Å{ÉÉÊiÉ VÉÉÒ ªÉÉÊn =ÉÊSÉiÉ ºÉàÉZÉå iÉÉä =xÉBÉEÉ àÉxÉÉäxÉªÉxÉ BÉE® ºÉBÉEiÉä cé* <ºÉÉÒ iÉ®c ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ {ÉÉÊ® ÉnÉå àÉå ®ÉVªÉ{ÉÉãÉ àÉcÉänªÉ +É{ÉxÉÉÒ
iÉ®{ÉE ºÉä AäºÉä ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É BÉE®ÉiÉä cé* 12 xÉÉèàÉÉÒxÉä]äb ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉ |ÉÉ´ÉvÉÉxÉ ºÉ£ÉÉÒ ®ÉVªÉÉå àÉå cè, +ÉÉ{ÉxÉä ªÉcÉÆ £ÉÉÒ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ cè,
ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ <ºÉBÉEä ÉÊãÉA ABÉE ¤ÉÆÉÊn¶É cÉäxÉÉÒ SÉÉÉÊcA* ºÉÉä¶ÉãÉ ´ÉBÉEÇºÉÇ BÉEÉÒ £ÉÉÒ {ÉÉÊ®£ÉÉ ÉÉ <ºÉàÉå nÉÒ VÉÉªÉä* ºÉÉä¶ÉãÉ ´ÉBÉEÇºÉÇ VÉÉä +ÉiªÉÆiÉ +ÉnÂ£ÉÖiÉ
+ÉÉè® =SSÉ BÉEÉäÉÊ] BÉEä ºÉÉàÉÉÉÊVÉBÉE BÉEÉªÉÇBÉEiÉÉÇ cé, =xÉBÉEÉ £ÉÉÒ àÉxÉÉäxÉªÉxÉ cÉä ºÉBÉEiÉÉ cè* <ºÉ vÉÉ®É BÉEÉ nÖâó{ÉªÉÉäMÉ BÉE®BÉEä VÉÉä ÉËxÉnÉ BÉEÉÒ VÉÉ
®cÉÒ cè ÉÊBÉE càÉÉ®ä ÉÊ®VÉèBÉD]äb {ÉÉèÉÊãÉÉÊ]ÉÊ¶ÉªÉxÉ, VÉÉä BÉE£ÉÉÒ SÉÖxÉBÉE® xÉcÉÒ +ÉÉ ºÉBÉEiÉä, =xÉBÉEÉ àÉxÉÉäxÉªÉxÉ cÉä VÉÉiÉÉ cè* ®ÉVªÉ{ÉÉãÉ BÉEÉä VÉÉä 
12 xÉÉàÉÉÆBÉExÉ BÉEÉ +ÉÉÊvÉBÉEÉ® cè, =ºÉä ºÉÉ{ÉE iÉÉè® {É® º{ÉäºÉÉÒ{ÉEÉ<Ç BÉE®xÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA* ªÉc º{ÉäºÉÉÒÉÊ{ÉEBÉEä¶ÉxÉ cÉäxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA ÉÊBÉE AäBÉEäbäÉÊàÉBÉE
{ÉEÉÒãb, JÉäãÉ-BÉÚEn, ºÉÆMÉÉÒiÉ, BÉEãÉÉ +ÉÉÉÊn BÉEä FÉäjÉ àÉå ÉÊVÉxÉBÉEÉ =ããÉäJÉxÉÉÒªÉ ªÉÉäMÉnÉxÉ cÉä, AäºÉä cÉÒ ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉä ®ÉVªÉ{ÉÉãÉ +ÉÉè® ®É ]Å{ÉÉÊiÉ BÉEÉä
ºÉèÉËBÉEb SÉèà¤É® àÉå àÉxÉÉäxÉÉÒiÉ BÉE®xÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA* <ºÉ +ÉÉOÉc +ÉÉè® ºÉÖZÉÉ´É BÉEä ºÉÉlÉ +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉ ¤ÉcÖiÉ-¤ÉcÖiÉ vÉxªÉ´ÉÉn*
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SHRI RATAN SINGH AJNALA  Deputy Speaker Sir, I am obliged to you for allowing me to
participate in the discussion on the Bill brought by the Law minister Shri Bhardwaj regarding
Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council.  I rise to oppose this Bill.  I was listening to the arguments
as to why there was a need for a Legislative Council. If a Legislative Council was needed then
why was it abolished earlier?  If it was abolished, there was some reason behind the move.  It
was felt that this council was no longer needed. Why is the Legislative Council needed today?

Deputy Speaker Sir, today, there is a Congress Government in Andhra Pradesh as well as
the Centre. This council is needed just to adjust and accommodate the Congressmen. Otherwise,
it is not needed.  It will entail a lot of expenditure.  All the States are in a bad condition
financially. We will be over-burdening the already bad condition of these States by our decision
to revive the Legislative Councils.

            Deputy Speaker Sir, I am ashamed to mention about the corrupt practice indulged in by
the eleven Members of Parliament recently. We will be further promoting corruption by reviving
more and more such institutions. There is no need of this council. The elected body of people is
assembly.  In Punjab too, there was Legislative Council.  But it was abolished later.  An appeal
was made to revive the Legislative Council in Punjab but it was not done. When it cannot be
done in Punjab, why is it being done in other States?  This is injustice. Justice should be meted
out to all the States.

            The Law Minister is an expert.  The Legislative Council is not necessary for passing a
Bill.  It will not be an elected body.  Whether it is a Co-operative body or any such institutions,
the Local Governments commit irregularities in it and the council members will be members of
these bodies. So, the need of the hour to avoid such extravagant acts and save the States from
financial crisis. This

__________________________________________________________________

*English translation of the speech originally delivered in Punjabi

is my request, Deputy Speaker Sir.  It is not imperative for us to pass Bills in

accordance with the views of a Legislative Assembly.  We should apply our own mind and
discretion.  We are all elected.

            Members of  Lok Sabha.  We have come here to pass laws for the welfare of the people.
We should not pass Laws that harm the people.  So, this Bill should not be passed.
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PROF. K.M. KADER MOHIDEEN Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, I am thankful to you for having
given me this opportunity to speak on an important Bill Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council Bill.

            First of all, I congratulate the hon. Minister for having brought about this Bill. My friends
here said that he should be prosecuted. I would like to say we should all join together to compose
an ode in praise of Shri Bhardwajji because more than 7 crore people of Andhra Pradesh will
certainly admire, commend and ever remember him for bringing about this Bill.  Our country is
the largest democracy in the world.  Great founding fathers of our Constitution were great
believers in democracy.  They wanted to strengthen democracy in this country because as
believers in democracy, as believers in bicameralism, they gave the Legislative Council as well
as the Legislative Assembly for the States of this country.

            Sir, as great visionaries, the great founding fathers of our country have shown everywhere
to strengthen democracy in our country from the grass-root level. One of our friends here said
that Legislative Council is the sixth finger.  I would like to say that it is one of the eyes of
democracy.  A State without a Council is having only “one eyed Democracy”.  At the Centre, we
have the Parliament consisting of the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha.  I would like to make my
humble suggestion that in 4 States only we have Legislative Councils. In all the States where we
do not have Legislative Councils, we should have the Legislative Councils. Even in the Union
Territories where Assemblies are there, there should be Legislative Councils. The Legislative
Assemblies represent the people. There is no doubt about it.

 

16.08 hrs.                              (Shri Varkala Radhakrishnan in the Chair)

But the Legislative Councils represent various sections of the people like the scholars, the
professionals, the lawyers, the educationists, even the spiritual leaders, the community leaders,
social scientists, religious leaders, players, sportsmen, craftsmen, artisans, etc. All these people
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are represented only in the Councils.  If they are not given a chance, we are denying the very
fundamental right, the democratic right to all these sections of the people.  Therefore, we would
like to say that this Legislative Council should be universally made a part of the democratic set-
up in every State in this country.

In Tamil Nadu, in 1986 during Dr. MGR’s regime, it was abolished. Here, it was
mentioned. If it has been abolished in one State, it does not mean that it should not be brought
about in other States. Even, in Tamil Nadu, I would like to say that our great leaders have said
that there should be a Legislative Council in our State.  I would like to say that in 1986, the
Council was abolished.  By God’s grace, in 2006 after elections, the same Council will be
restored in Tamil Nadu under the leadership of Dr. Kalaignar.  That is the possibility which is
going to happen[mks52].

            About the Legislative Council, I would like to mention here one or two points. In the
Legislative Council, out of the total Members who form the Members of the Council, 12
representatives are nominated by the Governor. I would like to say that while the nomination is
made, they should extend the nomination to the Chambers of Commerce, the trade unions. All
the trade unions in the State should be made representatives in the Council. Along with that, most
of the religious leaders, most of the spiritual leaders who are doing yeoman service for the
communities’ development, upliftment never come out openly. They never contest any election.
These real spiritual leaders of this country are found everywhere. In a particular State or in any
State, the spiritual leaders, who are guiding the people to be harmonious, who are guiding the
people to live in peace and happiness, who are guiding the people saying that the minds of the
people should meet together,  should be made to represent the Council. For this,   while the
Governor nominates, leaders from the communities, leaders from various sections of the people,
the spiritual leaders also should be taken into account. Those people also should be given
representation in the Council.

            With these words, I congratulate the hon. Minister for bringing forward this Bill.  I
support the Bill on behalf of the DMK Party.

                                                                                               

 

MR. CHAIRMAN :  Shri B. Mahtab, to speak now. Please conclude in five minutes because so
many speakers are here. If you kindly cooperate, it would be better.
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SHRI B. MAHTAB Sir, I will only repeat what you have said when you were sitting in this
Bench that here an attempt is made to rush it through and we should not be a party to it.  Here,
this Bill has been moved by the hon. Law Minister for the creation of a Legislative Council in the
State of Andhra Pradesh. But the manner in which the debate has unfolded, especially when the
previous speaker just said, is something important. Today, it is the Andhra Pradesh Legislative
Council which is sought to be created. Tomorrow, it will be the Tamil Nadu Legislative Council.
We do not know what will happen to other States. After 58 years of Independence, after half a
century of the debate that went in the Constituent Assembly regarding the creation of a  Council
in different Provinces, I think it is necessary to go into those debates that had occurred in 1947 or
1948 and 1949. 

            Now, I would come to the crux of the matter.  There was a division of opinion in the
Constituent Assembly. There was no one opinion because, at that time, the situation was quite
different. We had larger States. The larger States were inherited from the larger Presidencies like
the Bengal Presidency, the Bombay Presidency and the Madras Presidency. But, at that time, Dr.
Ambedkar, while going through the debates and reports of the Committee which was formed
during that time, had very succinctly commented:

“The Constituent Assembly envisaged the composition of the Legislative Council as
a transitional provision in the Constitution.”

 

I would like to lay more stress on the “transitional provision”  of the Constitution. It was
not a mandatory provision but a transitional provision and the transitional provision fructified
after the abolition of the Andhra Pradesh Council if we are talking of only the Andhra Pradesh
Legislative Council, as you have rightly said when you were sitting here.

            In 1957, a Resolution was moved. It was accepted by the House of the People or the Lok
Sabha here. Subsequently, in 1985, the elected representatives of Andhra Pradesh Assembly
passed a Resolution. That was the mandate of the  Andhra Pradesh people then[R53].

Today we have another mandate which says that we have notified it in our election
manifesto.  They say they got votes because of that.  How much is that I do not want to go into
that debate but this is a mandate.  But, today the question arises before Lok Sabha and before the
Government of India and it will be a question which will be repeated that whether the resolution
of any Assembly will be the base, will be the only basis for creation of a Council.  I want to go
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back to the debate on the Constituent Assembly.  That time, as Mr. Mohan Singh had very rightly
mentioned that a very limited franchise system was prevalent them.  At that time, in their wisdom
the leaders of the country, the founding fathers of the Constitution, when they were framing,
when they were debating in the Constituent Assembly, they said that they are the elected
Members and they should represent the people in the Constituent Assembly.  That is the main
reason why certain provisions were made.  But I would like to draw the attention of this House,
already half a century has passed with adult franchise.  Have we not progressed?  A transitional

provision is being reconfirmed in this 21st century which was abolished 20 years back? Which
was abolished subsequently by different other State Assemblies.  Today, we are discussing that
we want to bring it back.  For what purpose?  If it is really necessary to frame law, I would put a
basic question.   How many days actually the Andhra Pradesh Assembly for that matter sits in a
year?  Is it 60 days?  Within last 10 years has Andhra Pradesh Assembly sat for 60 days?  It has
not.  Very rarely!  It is only West Bengal’s Assembly which has completed 61 days.  No other
State Assembly is sitting for 60 days in a year.  If this is the position, what legislative business
the Legislative Assemblies have today to do?  So that you need another chamber to discuss and
debate.  The Assembly itself does not have that much of business, 60 days of work or business. 
Our Uttar Pradesh hardly sits for 31 days in a year.  Yet they have a Council because it is a larger
State and the discussions that have been going on … (Interruptions)

SHRI ASADUDDIN OWAISI (HYDERABAD):  What about Orissa?… (Interruptions)

SHRI B. MAHTAB :  We do not have a Council.  … (Interruptions)  Thank you for reminding
me about my State.  Our State this time has sat for 49 days.  Last year it was for 55 days.  The
year before last year it was much more than that.  But, when I say no State is sitting for 60 days
other than the West Bengal, Orissa also is a part of that.  One should understand.  But this was
discussed.  Creating a Upper House or a Council in different Provinces was discussed in the late
forties in Orissa Assembly also.  I have gone through those debates.  It was very categorically
mentioned.  I just want to draw the attention of the hon. Members.  That time an idea was
floated.  Some school of thought of people will not get representation, respective organisations
will not get representation, educated academia will not get representation.  This was discussed in
Orissa Assembly in the late forties.  During that time, Prof. Pranakrushna Parija who is an
internationally renowned Botanist of the Blackman Parija Theory, which propounded life is in
plants, was elected to the Legislative Assembly by popular mandate.  We have also another Vice-
Chancellor, Dr. Baidyanath Mishra.  He contested but lost.  We have also another eminent legal
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luminary who was Chief Justice of Orissa High Court, Justice Lingaraj Panigrahi.  He was
elected after retiring from Chief Justiceship[a54].        

 

[k55]

            He fought election, got elected to the Assembly and became the Law Minister. He again
fought election, got elected and became the Speaker of Orissa Legislative Assembly. But at the
same time, we have a number of other educated persons whom the party projected as its
candidates. Should we presume that Andhra Pradesh, their respective political parties, especially
the Congress Party, is not in a position to select educated people so that they can get the popular
mandate and get elected to the Assembly and that is why the Government wants them to be
nominated to the Council? This is not proper. You cannot satisfy the people in this way.

SHRI K.S. RAO : That is why the TDP got 44 MLAs in Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly.

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Okay. Our strength in the Andhra Pradesh Assembly is
44. In the last Assembly, their strength was 26. This time they came to power and so with 44,
next time we will come to power.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please take your seat. Nobody will be allowed to intervene. Shri Mahtab
alone can speak and conclude now.

SHRI B. MAHTAB : Sir, I would only say that if the ruling party wants some better persons to
come to the Assembly, some knowledgeable persons in specific fields to come to the Assembly
to become Ministers in the Ministry or to be elected to give more inputs for the functioning of the
governance, then they should get them elected because ultimately it is the party which contests
the election, not the individual. It is the political party which contests, it is the symbol which is
popular. Very rarely individuals can get the mandate from the people and those are of very high
quality and calibre.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Mr. Mahtab, you have taken 10 minutes. Please cooperate and conclude
now. We should hear different opinions.
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SHRI B. MAHTAB : I would only like to remind one thing to the Law Minister. He is
knowledgeable and he is very much aware about what we inherited practically from the British
parliamentary democracy. British Isles, Great Britain has House of Lords and House of
Commons. Scotland is a part of British Isles, but it does not have any second Chamber. It has a
Parliament, but it does not have a second Chamber, neither Wales have, nor Northern Ireland
have. Why should we have it here?

            Sir, the Government is opening a floodgate today. The Government is encouraging a
group of persons to pressurise political organisations to move in this direction which will create
more damage to the State Exchequer and unnecessary burden will be there on the Exchequer of
different States. Is it necessary? I do not think it is necessary. It is not at all necessary. When
States like Punjab, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal had abolished the second Chamber since 1969,
why are we opening that floodgate again? The Government should not open the Pandora’s box
again.

            Sir, I know the Congress Party has made a commitment and, as you know, they say, they
always keep their word. But this is the only commitment they are going to fulfil. I do not think
they have fulfilled any other commitment made in the manifesto during the last 18 or 20 months.
This is the last commitment they are going to fulfil. … (Interruptions) Sir, they have made a
number of commitments. I do not think they remember those commitments today, but the
Government has brought forward this Bill only because of persons around it. Our party is totally
against opening a second Chamber in Andhra Pradesh.

 

SHRI VIJAYENDRA PAL SINGH Mr. Chairman, Sir, I stand to speak on the Andhra Pradesh
Legislative Council Bill, 2004 which is brought here to provide for the creation of a Legislative
Council in the State of Andhra Pradesh.

            Sir, much has been said about whether we should have this Council in Andhra Pradesh or
not. In all ordinary circumstances, I feel that this House would have just vetted the decision, the
mandate of Andhra Pradesh[k56].

I feel [r57]that as provided by our founding fathers and in all their wisdom they had decided

that the bigger States in India can have the Legislative Council, and a few Councils were there. 
But this is not an ordinary circumstance because there was a Legislative Council, which was
abolished.  I think, this is the first time in the history of Parliament that we are discussing
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something which has been debated from both the sides that whether decision regarding the
abolition which has taken place earlier was right or that now we want to create another one is
right.

            It can become a regular practice.  It can become a political motive.  It can become a
practice that some States will have it and next year the next Government will abolish it and again
it will be recreated.  Now, this is the problem that we, in the Parliament, are facing.  I feel that
this Parliament as such should go by exactly what the State wants.  If the State wants to create
one or abolish one, we have that.  We cannot say, we cannot dictate because it is a Federal
System and in the Federal system, bigger States, as our founding fathers have said, can have one
or not have one.  We cannot say that this State will not have it.

            As somebody has very rightly said that one Government will have it and the next
Government will not have it and I am sure the next Government in Andhra Pradesh, which is
going to be the TDP and most probably it is going to be, will again abolish it… (Interruptions)  
They will come here again… (Interruptions)   I am sure, they will come.  That is a different
thing.  It is a hypothetical case that I am putting across… (Interruptions)

            Let me also say that our founding fathers, in all their wisdom, under the leadership of Dr.
Ambedkar, had created two Chambers even at the Centre and when these were created, there was
a lot of discussion.  It was also thought that why do not we have the Presidential form of the
System, like the American System, which was doing well. 

We opted for the parliamentary system with a Council of Ministers under the Prime
Minister.  There was a lot of debate in those times.  I will not go into the debate of that time.  But
it was also felt that the President of America can get the best people from any field to be on the
Ministry.  They do not have the Minister.  They have the Secretary of State and all that.  Let us
not get into that.  What I am trying to say is, that we have the Rajya Sabha Members, with the
capability -- ...*  and who should be in the Ministry – inducted into the Ministry.  That is the
system that we have here.

I would like to praise it because there are a lot of customs in our country.  In the House of
Commons, most of the laws are customary.  We have also had, in the 58 years of our
Independence, a lot of customs. You will remember the first lady Prime Minister of our country
was hon. Madam Indira Gandhi.  When she became the Prime Minister for the first time, she was
a member of the Rajya Sabha and not of the Lok Sabha[r58].
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But, she thought it right to become a Member of the Lok Sabha.  She resigned from Rajya
Sabha and she became a Member of the Lok Sabha.  I feel that this custom must also be kept in
this country ...*    I feel that is the right way of going about it.  Those are the things that we must
do.  Those are the customs.  Why should we be afraid of it?  Somebody very rightly said that it is
the party which fights…….*  That is the way it should be, and there is nothing wrong in it, when
an example was set by Madam Indira Gandhi … (Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN : Any personal remark will not go on record.

… (Interruptions)

 

 

* Expunged as ordered by the Chair.

 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE AND MINISTER OF STATE
IN THE MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS (SHRI BIJOY HANDIQUE): Mr.
Chairman, Sir, I am afraid, he is casting aspersion on the other House.  He must not do that.

MR. CHAIRMAN: I will look into the matter and see that it will be expunged.

SHRI VIJAYENDRA PAL SINGH : Madam Indira Gandhi set an example here and it should be
set as an example by the Congress Party.… (Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your time is over.  Shri G. Venkataswamy.

SHRI VIJAYENDRA PAL SINGH : I also feel that this House should fully endorse what the
State Legislature wants.

 

 

gÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ. ´ÉåBÉE]º´ÉÉàÉÉÒ SÉäªÉ®àÉèxÉ ºÉÉc¤É, ºÉ¤É ãÉÉäMÉ +ÉÆOÉäVÉÉÒ àÉå ¤ÉÉäãÉä cé ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ àÉé +É{ÉxÉÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ÉÊcxnÉÒ àÉå ®JÉxÉÉ SÉÉcÚÆMÉÉ*

        +É£ÉÉÒ ãÉèÉÊVÉºãÉäÉÊ]´É BÉEÉéÉÊºÉãÉ ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ BÉEÉä ]ÉÒ.bÉÒ.{ÉÉÒ. BÉEä ºÉnºªÉÉå xÉä +ÉÉè® nÚºÉ®ÉÒ º]ä]ÂºÉ ºÉä àÉèà¤ÉºÉÇ xÉä +É{ÉxÉÉÒ iÉ®{ÉE ºÉä

ÉÊµÉEÉÊ]ºÉÉ<VÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ cè* ´ÉcÉÆ {ÉÉÎ¤ãÉBÉE àÉébä] ÉÊnªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ cè, iÉ£ÉÉÒ +ÉºÉäà¤ÉãÉÉÒ BÉEä º{ÉÉÒBÉE® xÉä <ºÉ àÉÉÆMÉ BÉEÉä º]éÉËbMÉ BÉEàÉä]ÉÒ àÉå ÉÊ£ÉVÉ´ÉÉªÉÉ
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cè* ´ÉcÉÆ <xÉ ºÉ¤É ãÉÉäMÉÉå xÉä º]éÉËbMÉ BÉEàÉä]ÉÒ àÉå ºÉ{ÉÉä]Ç ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ cè ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ àÉÖZÉä +É{ÉEºÉÉäºÉ cè ÉÊBÉE ªÉcÉÆ =ºÉä +É{ÉÉäWÉ BÉE® ®cä cé* ªÉc ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ

´ÉcÉÆ BÉEÉÒ +ÉºÉèà¤ÉãÉÉÒ àÉå {ÉÉÎ¤ãÉBÉE àÉébä] ÉÊàÉãÉxÉä BÉEä ¤ÉÉn {ÉÉºÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ, ÉÊ{ÉE® º]éÉËbMÉ BÉEàÉä]ÉÒ àÉå {ÉÉºÉ cÖ+ÉÉ* <ºÉÉÊãÉªÉä àÉé ºÉàÉZÉiÉÉ cÚÆ

ÉÊBÉE <ºÉ {É® VªÉÉnÉ VÉÉä® näxÉÉ ~ÉÒBÉE xÉcÉÓ cè*

        SÉäªÉ®àÉèxÉ ºÉÉc¤É, ªÉc =xÉ ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉ J´ÉÉ¤É lÉÉ ÉÊVÉxcÉåxÉä ÉÊcxnÖºiÉÉxÉ BÉEÉä +ÉÉVÉÉn BÉE®ÉªÉÉ, =ºÉBÉEÉ BÉEÉÆº]ÉÒ]áÉÚ¶ÉxÉ ÉÊãÉJÉÉ,

=xcå SÉèãÉéVÉ BÉE®xÉä ´ÉÉãÉÉ BÉEÉä<Ç ºÉnºªÉ xÉcÉÓ cè* =xcÉåxÉä ÉÊãÉJÉÉ lÉÉ ÉÊBÉE nÚºÉ®ä SÉèà¤É® BÉEÉÒ VÉ°ô®iÉ cè +ÉÉè® ´Éc <ºÉÉÊãÉªÉä cè ÉÊBÉE ´ÉÉÒBÉE®

ºÉèBÉD¶ÉxºÉ ºÉä VÉÉä ãÉÉäMÉ {ÉfÃ-ÉÊãÉJÉBÉE® +ÉÉªÉä cé, +ÉMÉ® =xcå ®Éä¶ÉxÉÉÒ näxÉÉÒ cè iÉÉä =xÉ ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEä ÉÊ®|ÉäVÉå]ä¶ÉxÉ BÉEÉÒ <ºÉ SÉèà¤É® àÉå VÉ°ô®iÉ cè*

àÉÖZÉä +É{ÉEºÉÉäºÉ BÉEä ºÉÉlÉ BÉEcxÉÉ {É½iÉÉ cè ÉÊBÉE +É£ÉÉÒ iÉBÉE ®ÉVªÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ àÉå <xÉ ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEä ÉÊãÉªÉä ÉÊ®VÉ´Éæ¶ÉxÉ xÉcÉÓ ®JÉÉ MÉªÉÉ cè* àÉé ãÉÉì

ÉÊàÉÉÊxÉº]® ºÉä n®JÉÉºiÉ BÉE°ôÆMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE ÉÊVÉºÉ ºÉàÉªÉ bÉ. +Éà¤ÉäbBÉE® xÉä BÉEÉÆº]ÉÒ]áÉÚ¶ÉxÉ ÉÊãÉJÉÉ, nÉÊãÉiÉÉå àÉå {ÉfÃä-ÉÊãÉJÉä ãÉÉäMÉ xÉcÉÓ lÉä* +É¤É

SÉÚÆÉÊBÉE AºÉ.ºÉÉÒ.AÆb AºÉ.]ÉÒ. àÉå {ÉfÃä-ÉÊãÉJÉä ãÉÉäMÉ +ÉÉ MÉªÉä cé, <ºÉÉÊãÉªÉä =xcå ®ÉVªÉºÉ£ÉÉ +ÉÉè® ãÉäÉÊVÉºãÉäÉÊ]´É BÉEÉéÉÊºÉãÉ àÉå ÉÊ®VÉ´Éæ¶ÉxÉ ÉÊàÉãÉxÉÉ

SÉÉÉÊcªÉä*

        SÉäªÉ®àÉèxÉ ºÉÉc¤É, àÉé iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ ®ÉÒVÉxÉ ºÉä +ÉÉiÉÉ cÚÆ VÉcÉÆ BÉEä ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉÒ +ÉÉ´ÉÉVÉ cè ÉÊBÉE BÉEÉéÉÊºÉãÉ ¤ÉxÉ VÉÉxÉä {É® iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ

BÉEÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉEcÉÆ cãÉ cÉäMÉÉÒ? àÉé <ºÉ ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ àÉå +ÉàÉåbàÉå] àÉÚ´É BÉE®xÉÉ SÉÉciÉÉ lÉÉ ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ ]É<àÉ xÉcÉÓ lÉÉ, <ºÉÉÊãÉªÉä xÉcÉÓ BÉE® ºÉBÉEÉ* <ºÉ

´ÉÉºiÉä ABÉE ¶É¤n ÉÊãÉJÉxÉÉ lÉÉ ÉÊBÉE VÉ¤É iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ ¤ÉxÉäMÉÉ, iÉ¤É BÉEÉéÉÊºÉãÉ =ºÉä +É{ÉÉäWÉ xÉcÉÓ BÉE®äMÉÉÒ* <ºÉBÉEÉ àÉiÉãÉ¤É ªÉc cè ÉÊBÉE ´ÉcÉÆ BÉEÉÒ

VÉxÉiÉÉ BÉEÉÒ +ÉÉ´ÉÉVÉ cè ÉÊBÉE VÉ¤É iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ ¤ÉxÉä, BÉEÉéÉÊºÉãÉ àÉå BÉEÉä<Ç âóBÉEÉ´É] xÉcÉÓ cÉäMÉÉÒ ¤ÉÉÎãBÉE iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEä ÉÊãÉªÉä BÉEÉéÉÊºÉãÉ näxÉÉÒ

SÉÉÉÊcªÉä[RB59]*

        àÉé ABÉE +ÉÉè® ¤ÉÉiÉ JÉÉºÉ iÉÉè® ºÉä =xÉ ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEä ¤ÉÉ®ä àÉå BÉEcxÉÉ SÉÉciÉÉ cÚÆ, VÉÉä ABÉDºÉ{É]ÂºÉÇ cé, =ºÉ VÉàÉÉxÉä àÉå gÉÉÒ ºÉ

´ÉÇ{ÉããÉÉÒ ®ÉvÉÉBÉßE hÉxÉ xÉä <ºÉä àÉÚ´É ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ lÉÉ ÉÊBÉE BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãºÉ àÉå ]ÉÒSÉºÉÇ BÉEÉ ÉÊ®VÉ´Éæ¶ÉxÉ cÉäxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA* iÉäãÉÖMÉÖnä¶ÉàÉ BÉEä ãÉÉÒb® gÉÉÒ

ªÉä®xÉxÉÉªÉbÖ ªÉcÉÆ ¤Éè~ä cé, ´Éä àÉÖZÉä àÉÉ{ÉE BÉE®å, gÉÉÒ AxÉ.]ÉÒ.®ÉàÉÉ®É´É VÉÉÒ xÉä àÉä®ä ºÉä ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉE®iÉä cÖA BÉEcÉ lÉÉ ÉÊBÉE <ºÉ ãÉèÉÊVÉºãÉäÉÊ]´É

BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ ºÉä àÉé iÉÆMÉ +ÉÉ MÉªÉÉ cÚÆ, ªÉc ÉÊBÉEºÉ ´ÉÉºiÉä ®JÉÉÒ cè, <ºÉä +É¤ÉÉìÉÊãÉ¶É BÉE®xÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA* |ÉèÉÎBÉD]BÉEãÉÉÒ AäºÉÉ cÖ+ÉÉ cè* ãÉèÉÊVÉºãÉäÉÊ]´É

BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ àÉå SÉÉcä BÉEÉä<Ç £ÉÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ +ÉÉªÉä, +ÉMÉ® +ÉºÉèà¤ÉãÉÉÒ àÉå +ÉÉ´ÉÉVÉ xÉcÉÓ =~ÉÒ…(BªÉ´ÉvÉÉxÉ) 

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Mr. N. T. Rama Rao never said, “It is useless”. That is
the sixth finger.

SHRI G. VENKATASWAMY : I did not use the word ‘useless’.

… (Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN : Nothing will go on record.

(Interruptions) … *

* * SHRI G. VENKATASWAMY :
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* Not Recorded.

** Spoke in Telugu, but English Translation was not provided. 
 MR. CHAIRMAN: Hon. Member, Mr. Venkataswamy, you address the Chair. If you do not

address the Chair, then difficulties will arise.
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SHRI G. VENKATASWAMY : Please give me a minute’s time.

SHRI SARVEY SATYANARAYANA (SIDDIPET): Sir, you give him five minutes more.

MR. CHAIRMAN: If you turn around and address, difficulties will arise. So, in order to prevent
difficulties, I would request you to address the Chair.

gÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ. ´ÉåBÉE]º´ÉÉàÉÉÒ  : càÉÉ®É ãÉÉì ÉÊàÉÉÊxÉº]® ºÉÉc¤É ºÉä ÉÊxÉ´ÉänxÉ cè ÉÊBÉE ´Éc ÉÊ®VÉ´Éæ¶ÉxÉ BÉEä ÉÊãÉA BÉÖEU BÉEÉäÉÊ¶É¶É BÉE®å* ªÉcÉÓ xÉcÉÓ

¤ÉÉÎãBÉE ºÉÉ®ÉÒ BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãºÉ àÉå +ÉÉè® ®ÉVªÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ àÉå ªÉc cÉäxÉÉ VÉ°ô®ÉÒ cè* {ÉSÉÉºÉ ºÉÉãÉ {ÉcãÉä ´ÉÉÒBÉE® ºÉèBÉD¶ÉÆºÉ BÉEä +ÉÆn® ABÉDºÉ{É]ÂºÉÇ xÉcÉÓ

+ÉÉ ºÉBÉEä, ãÉäÉÊBÉExÉ +ÉÉVÉ ABÉDºÉ{É]ÂºÉÇ +ÉÉ MÉªÉä cé* <ºÉÉÊãÉA ªÉcÉÆ ÉÊ®VÉ´Éæ¶ÉxÉ näxÉä BÉEä ÉÊãÉA àÉé VÉÉä® näiÉÉ cÚÆ*

        nÚºÉ®ÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ªÉc cè ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉVÉ iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ àÉå VÉÉä |ÉÉì¤ÉãÉàºÉ cé, BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ BÉEä +ÉÉxÉä BÉEä ¤ÉÉn BÉEàÉ ºÉä BÉEàÉ =xÉ |ÉÉì¤ãÉàºÉ {É®

<ºÉàÉå ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉE® ºÉBÉEå* <ºÉÉÊãÉA àÉé BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ BÉEÉä VÉ°ô®ÉÒ ºÉàÉZÉiÉÉ cÚÆ +ÉÉè® <ºÉä ºÉ{ÉÉä]Ç BÉE® ®cÉ cÚÆ +ÉÉè® ÉÊVÉxcÉåxÉä <ºÉä +É{ÉÉäVÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ

cè, àÉé =xÉ ãÉÉäMÉÉå ºÉä |ÉÉlÉÇxÉÉ BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE ´Éä <ºÉä +É{ÉÉäVÉ xÉ BÉE®å[R60]*

 

 

 

SHRI SURAVARAM SUDHAKAR REDDY Sir, for quite some time this issue of the restoration
of Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council is in discussion though not in Parliament but outside. The
Legislative Council of Andhra Pradesh was abolished a few years back when Shri N.T. Rama
Rao was the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh as there was a confrontation between the
Legislative Council and the then Government.

            I believe, later also once the State Assembly passed a Resolution but in Parliament the
Bill has not come. Lots of arguments were made from both sides in favour and against the
Second Chamber. The CPI, from the very beginning, was opposing the Second Chamber for
different reasons. Of course, in the last several years after Independence, many democratic
institutions have come up. No doubt even the Legislative Council also in some places played
some important role.

            But here I would like to refer to the point made by hon. colleague, Mr. Mahtab who raised
a very important issue about the number of working days of the Legislative Assemblies and
Parliament. It is very sad that the number of working days of the Legislatures is coming down
drastically[m61].
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I believe, in the first Parliament, it was almost about 150  days used to be the working days.
But now, it has been reduced to less than 80 days. He was raising the point of other Legislatures.
Andhra Pradesh is also one of the States where Constitutional obligation of 45 days or so are the
working days. I would like to say whether it is Congress or the TDP whoever is in the
Government, the Governments are trying to bypass the Legislatures. This is the most unfortunate
thing. This is also to be discussed in the Parliament and the number of working days of
Parliament is also to be raised because the Government is accountable to the people and the
nation through the Legislatures. The Government wants to avoid the responsibility, the number of
working days of the Parliament and the Legislatures is coming down. Anyway, that point is to be
taken into consideration while we are discussing the other issues.

As far as the matter of formation of Legislative Council is concerned, I think it has gone to
the Standing Committee also and the Standing Committee, I was told, has recommended the
restoration with the same old type of method.  I believe, the Legislative Council, as it is, is
outdated. There is a representation of one-third representatives through Legislative Assembly,
one-third from Local Bodies and I think about one-twelfth through graduates. This is one
provision that was provided during the days immediately after Independence when the literacy
rate was very less. Now, when there are millions of graduates in this country and when literacy
rate is about 70 per cent, there is no meaning in thinking that only the graduates are the
intellectuals who should be represented in the Legislative Councils. There is no representation for
trade unions and working class who should get their representation. There is representation for
the teachers but a big chunk of these teachers who constitute in the elementary section, these
primary teachers are kept out of this election purview; only from the high school level will have
their representation. 

Here, I would like to inform this House that even at this juncture, the Law Minister did not
find it possible to include a provision for the one-third reservation for women. We could not get it
in the Assemblies and Parliament. But when a legislation for the restoration is coming, I request
the Law Minister if he is ready to agree for one-third representation for women, we are ready to
support for it. Though from my Party’s point of view, we are not happy with the formation of
Legislative Council. We will abstain from voting as the Assembly of Andhra Pradesh has decided
in favour of it. If possibility is there, let him think of it and at least let us start from the Andhra
Pradesh Legislative Council for giving more representation for women.
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MR. CHAIRMAN  : Now, Ravinder Naik Dharavath. You have only three minutes for your
speech.

SHRI B. VINOD KUMAR (HANAMKONDA): We are an important political Party in Andhra
Pradesh.… (Interruptions) We should get more time.… (Interruptions[t62])

gÉÉÒ ®ÉÊ´Éxn® xÉÉ<BÉE vÉÉ®É´ÉiÉ  àÉcÉänªÉ, +ÉÉVÉ ºÉ®BÉEÉ® uÉ®É +ÉÉÆwÉ|Énä¶É ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ {ÉÉÊ® É Én BÉEÉ ºÉßVÉxÉ ÉÊ´ÉvÉäªÉBÉE {ÉÉÉÊ®iÉ BÉE®xÉä BÉEä ÉÊãÉA

ãÉÉA MÉA ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ BÉEä ºÉàÉlÉÇxÉ àÉå JÉ½É cÖ+ÉÉ cÚÆ +ÉÉè® iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ ®É ]Å ºÉÉÊàÉÉÊiÉ {ÉÉ]ÉÔ BÉEÉÒ iÉ®{ÉE ºÉä BÉÖEU SÉÉÒVÉå ºÉ®BÉEÉ® BÉEä ºÉÉàÉxÉä ãÉÉxÉÉ

SÉÉciÉÉ cÚÆ* àÉé ºÉ®BÉEÉ® BÉEÉä ¤ÉvÉÉ<Ç näiÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE ÉÊ{ÉUãÉä SÉÖxÉÉ´É àÉå càÉxÉä iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ ®É ]Å ºÉÉÊàÉÉÊiÉ +ÉÉè® BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ, nÉäxÉÉå xÉä ÉÊàÉãÉ BÉE® SÉÖxÉÉ´É

ãÉ½É lÉÉ, ÉÊVÉºÉàÉå càÉxÉä VÉxÉiÉÉ ºÉä ´ÉÉªÉnÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ lÉÉ +ÉÉè® +ÉÉVÉ =ºÉ ´ÉÉªÉnä BÉEÉä <ºÉ ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ BÉEä VÉÉÊ®A {ÉÚ®É BÉE® ®cä cé ÉÊVÉºÉBÉEä ÉÊãÉA àÉé

ªÉÚ{ÉÉÒA SÉäªÉ®{ÉºÉÇxÉ gÉÉÒàÉiÉÉÒ ºÉÉäÉÊxÉªÉÉ MÉÉÆvÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ BÉEÉ +ÉÉÊ£ÉxÉÆnxÉ BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ* ¤ÉÉÒVÉä{ÉÉÒ xÉä¶ÉxÉãÉ {ÉÉ]ÉÔ cè iÉlÉÉ càÉÉ®ä nÉäºiÉ ¤ÉÉÒVÉä{ÉÉÒ ºÉnºªÉ gÉÉÒ

nä´É ºÉÉc¤É xÉä ºÉcÉÒ BÉEcÉ +ÉÉè® àÉé =xÉºÉä ºÉcàÉiÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE ¤ÉÉÒVÉä{ÉÉÒ VÉÉä ºàÉÉãÉ® º]ä]ÂºÉ BÉEÉ BÉEÆºÉä{] ®JÉiÉÉÒ cè =ºÉä =xcÉåxÉä BÉE®BÉEä ÉÊnJÉÉ

ÉÊnªÉÉ cè* =xcÉåxÉä ªÉc £ÉÉÒ ºÉcÉÒ BÉEcÉ ÉÊBÉE nä¶É àÉå V´ÉãÉÆiÉ ºÉàÉºªÉÉAÆ ¤ÉcÖiÉ ºÉÉÒ cé, BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ BÉEÉÒ VÉ°ô®iÉ xÉcÉÓ lÉÉÒ* +ÉÉVÉ nä¶É àÉå +ÉÉè® ÉÊ

´É¶Éä ÉBÉE® iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ àÉå ¤ÉSSÉÉå BÉEÉä ¤ÉäSÉÉ +ÉÉè® àÉÉ® ÉÊnªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ cè, ãÉÉäMÉ +ÉÉiàÉciªÉÉªÉå BÉE® ®cä cé, ãÉÉäMÉ àÉÉ<OÉä¶ÉxÉ BÉE® ®cä cé* ÉÊVÉºÉ

iÉ®c ºÉä ªÉc ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ ãÉäBÉE® +ÉÉA cé, =ºÉÉÒ iÉ®c ºÉä <xÉ ºÉàÉºªÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ BÉEä >ó{É® £ÉÉÒ vªÉÉxÉ ÉÊnãÉÉxÉÉ VÉ°ô®ÉÒ cè*  àÉé <ºÉ ºÉÆn£ÉÇ àÉå nÉä-iÉÉÒxÉ

{ÉÉ<Æ] ¤ÉiÉÉxÉÉ SÉÉcÚÆMÉÉ* càÉÉ®ä BÉEÉBÉEÉ ´ÉåBÉE]º´ÉÉàÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ xÉä VÉÉä BÉEcÉ, =ºÉBÉEÉ £ÉÉÒ àÉé +ÉÉÊ£ÉxÉÆnxÉ BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ* VÉ¤É ºÉÉäÉÊxÉªÉÉ MÉÉÆvÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ xÉä

BÉEcÉ ÉÊBÉE ªÉÚ{ÉÉÒA AVÉåbä àÉå iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉ |ÉºiÉÉ´É cè, =ºÉÉÒ iÉ®c ®É ]Å{ÉÉÊiÉ VÉÉÒ BÉEä |ÉºÉÆMÉ àÉå £ÉÉÒ |ÉºiÉÉ´É cè*  VÉ¤É BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ ªÉÚ{ÉÉÒA

AVÉåbä àÉå xÉcÉÓ lÉÉ, ÉÊ{ÉE® £ÉÉÒ =ºÉä ãÉÉxÉÉ {É½É, BÉDªÉÉåÉÊBÉE càÉxÉä VÉxÉiÉÉ BÉEä ºÉÉàÉxÉä ´ÉÉªÉnÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ lÉÉ, =ºÉä {ÉÚ®É BÉE®xÉä BÉEä ÉÊãÉA ãÉÉªÉÉ

MÉªÉÉ*  iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ ®ÉVªÉ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä BÉEÉÒ +ÉÉVÉ {ÉSÉÉºÉ ºÉÉãÉÉå ºÉä ºÉàÉºªÉÉ SÉãÉ ®cÉÒ cè, +É¤É <ºÉBÉEÉ cãÉ ÉÊxÉBÉEÉãÉxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA*  càÉå gÉÉÒàÉiÉÉÒ

ºÉÉäÉÊxÉªÉÉ MÉÉÆvÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ BÉEä >ó{É® {ÉÚ®É £É®ÉäºÉÉ cè* VÉÉä ªÉÚ{ÉÉÒA AVÉåbä àÉå cè, =ºÉä ´Éc {ÉÚ®É BÉE®åMÉÉÒ, àÉé AäºÉÉÒ +ÉÉ¶ÉÉ BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ*  VÉÉä ªÉÚ{ÉÉÒA BÉEä

SÉÆn ÉÊàÉjÉ +É{ÉÉäVÉ BÉE® ®cä cé, =xÉºÉä ºÉÉäÉÊxÉªÉÉ MÉÉÆvÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ +ÉÉè® BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ {ÉÉ]ÉÔ VÉ°ô® ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉE®äMÉÉÒ +ÉÉè® <ºÉ ºÉàÉºªÉÉ BÉEÉ cãÉ

ÉÊxÉBÉEÉãÉäMÉÉÒ*  àÉé ¤ÉÉÒVÉä{ÉÉÒ {ÉFÉ ºÉä ÉÊxÉ´ÉänxÉ BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉ{É ºàÉÉãÉ® º]ä]ÂºÉ +ÉÉè® BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ BÉEÉÒ ºÉ{ÉÉä]Ç àÉå JÉ½ä cé, =ºÉÉÒ iÉ®c

iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEä ÉÊãÉA £ÉÉÒ +ÉÉ{É JÉ½ä cÉåMÉä* 

       

 

 

        +ÉÉVÉBÉEãÉ VÉ¤É iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ àÉÚ´ÉàÉå] {ÉSÉÉºÉ ºÉÉãÉÉå ºÉä SÉãÉ ®cÉ cè, =ºÉä nÉä ¤ÉÉ® àÉèxÉbä] ÉÊàÉãÉ SÉÖBÉEÉ cè*  ABÉE ¤ÉÉ® VÉxÉiÉÉ

xÉä gÉÉÒ SÉxxÉÉ ®äbÂbÉÒ VÉÉÒ BÉEä xÉäiÉßi´É àÉå ¤ÉÉ®c ºÉÆºÉn ºÉnºªÉÉå BÉEÉä ÉÊVÉiÉÉBÉE® £ÉäVÉÉ*  nÚºÉ®É àÉèxÉbä]  ºÉxÉÂ 2004 àÉå ªÉcÉÆ {É® ]ÉÒ+ÉÉ®AºÉ

+ÉÉè® BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ nÉäxÉÉå xÉä ÉÊàÉãÉBÉE® SÉÖxÉÉ´É ãÉ½É +ÉÉè® iÉÉÒxÉÉå |ÉÉÆiÉÉå àÉå +ÉÉÆwÉ, ®ÉªÉãÉºÉÉÒàÉÉ +ÉÉè® iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ àÉå  càÉå ºÉàÉlÉÇxÉ ÉÊàÉãÉÉ, =ºÉä càÉxÉä

£ÉÚãÉxÉÉ xÉcÉÓ SÉÉÉÊcA BÉDªÉÉåÉÊBÉE càÉÉ®ÉÒ VÉÉä bäàÉÉäµÉEäºÉÉÒ cè, =ºÉBÉEä ÉÊãÉA <ºÉ BÉEÉàÉ BÉEÉä BÉE®xÉÉ cè* <ºÉÉÒ iÉ®c BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ àÉå ]ÉÒSÉºÉÇ BÉEÉä

àÉÉèBÉEÉ näxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA, VÉÉä <ºÉ ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ àÉå xÉcÉÓ cè* <ºÉàÉå +ÉÉVÉ AºÉºÉÉÒ, AºÉ]ÉÒ, +ÉÉä¤ÉÉÒºÉÉÒ +ÉÉè® àÉÉ<xÉÉäÉÊ®]ÉÒWÉ BÉEÉä iÉ´ÉVVÉÉäc  näxÉÉÒ SÉÉÉÊcA

+ÉÉè® BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ iÉlÉÉ ®ÉVªÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ àÉå ºlÉÉxÉ näxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA* nÉä ®ÉVªÉ ¤ÉxÉåMÉä iÉÉä nÉä BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ VÉ°ô® ¤ÉxÉåMÉÉÒ* +ÉÉVÉ º´ÉMÉÉÔªÉ {ÉÉä]ÉÒ

gÉÉÒ®ÉàÉãÉÚ BÉEÉ ]ÉÒ´ÉÉÒ {É® |ÉÉäOÉÉàÉ näJÉ ®cÉ lÉÉ* =ºÉàÉå càÉÉ®ä xÉäiÉÉ ãÉÉäMÉ ªÉc BÉEc ®cä lÉä ÉÊBÉE iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉä +ÉÉÆvÉ|Énä¶É àÉå ¶ÉÉÉÊàÉãÉ BÉE®xÉä
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BÉEä ÉÊãÉA =xcÉåxÉä |ÉÉhÉ iªÉÉMÉä* xÉcÉÓ, =xcÉåxÉä àÉpÉºÉ |ÉäVÉÉÒbåºÉÉÒ àÉå ºÉä +ÉÉÆwÉ |ÉÉÆiÉ BÉEÉä +ÉãÉMÉ BÉE® +ÉÉÆwÉ|Énä¶É ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä BÉEä ÉÊãÉA |ÉÉhÉ iªÉÉMÉä*

àÉMÉ® iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ +ÉÉè® +ÉÉÆwÉ BÉEÉä ÉÊàÉãÉÉxÉä BÉEä ÉÊãÉA =xcÉåxÉä AäºÉÉ xÉcÉÓ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ*

MR. CHAIRMAN : We are discussing the creation of Legislative Council in Andhra Pradesh, not
of Telengana.

SHRI B. VINOD KUMAR  : Sir, it is related. … (Interruptions)

SHRI RAVINDER NAIK DHARAVATH  : Sir, this is related to the Andhra Pradesh Legislative
Council and also related to Telangana region.  +ÉãÉMÉ iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ ®ÉVªÉ BÉEä ÉÊãÉA {ÉSÉÉºÉ ºÉÉãÉÉå ºÉä àÉÚ´ÉàÉå] SÉãÉ ®cÉ

cè* +ÉÉVÉ BÉÖEU {ÉÉÉÌ]ªÉÉå BÉEä +ÉÉÆwÉ |ÉÉÆiÉ BÉEä ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉÒ ´ÉVÉc ºÉä ªÉc ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ âóBÉEÉ cÖ+ÉÉ cè* àÉé gÉÉÒàÉiÉÉÒ ºÉÉäÉÊxÉªÉÉ MÉÉÆvÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ +ÉÉè® BÉEÉxÉÚxÉ

àÉÆjÉÉÒ gÉÉÒ £ÉÉ®uÉVÉ VÉÉÒ ºÉä ÉÊxÉ´ÉänxÉ BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE =xcå iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉÒ ÉÎºlÉÉÊiÉ BÉEä ¤ÉÉ®ä àÉå àÉÉãÉÚàÉ cè VÉcÉÆ +ÉÉVÉ MÉ®ÉÒ¤ÉÉÒ, MÉÖ®¤ÉiÉ {ÉEèãÉÉÒ cÖ<Ç

cè* SÉÉ® BÉE®Éä½ iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉÒ VÉxÉºÉÆJªÉÉ cè* ÉÊ{ÉUãÉÉÒ ¤ÉÉ® VÉ¤É 1998 àÉå SÉÖxÉÉ´É cÖA lÉä, iÉ¤É ¤ÉÉÒVÉä{ÉÉÒ xÉä Þ´ÉxÉ ´ÉÉä] - ]Ú º]ä]ÂºÉÞ BÉEÉ

xÉÉ®É ÉÊnªÉÉ lÉÉ[i63] +ÉÉè® ¤ÉÉn àÉå ¤ÉÉÒVÉä{ÉÉÒ ºÉ®BÉEÉ® xÉä iÉÉÒxÉ +ÉãÉMÉ ®ÉVªÉ £ÉÉÒ ¤ÉxÉÉA, ´Éc ®ÉVªÉ cé - =kÉ®ÉÆSÉãÉ, ZÉÉ®JÉÆb +ÉÉè®

UkÉÉÒºÉMÉfÃ*

        àÉcÉänªÉ, =ºÉÉÒ +ÉÉvÉÉ® {É® càÉ ¤ÉÉÒVÉä{ÉÉÒ +ÉÉè® =xÉBÉEä ¶ÉÉÒ ÉÇ  xÉäiÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ ºÉä MÉÖVÉÉÉÊ®¶É BÉE®iÉä cé ÉÊBÉE ´Éä <ºÉ {É® =xÉBÉEÉ JÉÖãÉBÉE®

ºÉàÉlÉÇxÉ BÉE®å +ÉÉè® iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉ ºÉÉlÉ nå* <iÉxÉÉ cÉÒ BÉEcBÉE® àÉé +É{ÉxÉÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ºÉàÉÉ{iÉ BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ*

                                                                               

 

 

DR. BABU RAO MEDIYAM Mr. Chairman, Sir, thank you very much for giving me the
opportunity to participate in the discussion on this Bill – the Andhra Pradesh State Legislative
Council Bill, 2004. I rise to oppose this Bill because this Bill provides for the revival of the
Council which was abolished 20 years ago. In the Statement of Objects and Reasons of this Bill
the indistinct objectives and irrelevant reasons are stated. If we read that Statement word by
word, there is no concrete reason as to why this Bill should be introduced here. The only one

reason that I made out was that the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly resolved on 8th July,
2004, with a clear majority, to have a council.

            But this Council was abolished by the then TDP Government in 1985. The reasons shown
in the discussions that took place on that day, while it was being abolished, have not disappeared
and they are still here and existing. It seems that there is no specific objective to bring in this Bill.
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The only reason is that it is based on the political reason, that because the TDP Government
abolished it, the Congress wanted to revive it again.

            My second point is that in this Bill a misinterpretation of the constitutional provision has
been given. In the Statement of Objects and Reasons they have quoted article 169 (1) of our
Constitution. This small bit of the Constitution and its spirit and its teaching was ignored and
misinterpreted in this Bill. I want to quote article 169 (1) (2) (3) put together and separately also.

“Parliament may by law provide for the abolition of the Legislative Council of a
State having such a Council or for the creation of such a Council in a State having no
such Council, if the Legislative Assembly of the State passes a resolution to that
effect by a majority of the total membership of the Assembly and by a majority of not
less than two-thirds of the members of the Assembly present and voting.”

 

            Sir, what exactly is the spirit of these words? The article clearly says that the State
Assembly can resolve to abolish the Council where there is a Council and the State Assembly can
resolve to create a Council where there is no Council. But, in the case of Andhra Pradesh there
was a Council previously and it was abolished 20 years ago and again it is going to be revived.
But, as far as this article of the Constitution is concerned, there is no provision here in the
Constitution to revive the abolished Council. On this constitutional point, this is irrelevant and
unconstitutional. This is what I believe and my Party believes and that is why I am opposing this.

            My next point is a lot of discussion has taken place here about the Constituent Assembly.
As the CPI(M) we are not opposed to the bicameral system at the national level. Yes, we must
have it, keeping the particular characteristics of our country in view like the multi-linguistic
nature and multi-religious character and the multi-party political system. Because of these we
must have the Upper House at the national level. But it is not the case with the Council at the
State level because if you go into the origin of the State Councils, you see how they came into
existence and to serve whose interests these were formed. These are the relevant
questions[krr64].

            It is, by and large, a legacy of the British imperialism which ruled our country for 200
years. These Councils are the legacy and heritage of the imperial system and imperial thought to
press our nationality, our culture and our resources. Who were there in the past Councils? Those
Councils were filled with the people who admired the British imperialism, the people who
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subjugated their interest for the British interests. Such Lords of the princely States used to be
given Council membership in the State Councils.

            Under our Constitution, now it is a federal system. I am not objecting to the resolution of
the Andhra Pradesh State Assembly because I know pretty well that it is the discretion of the
State Legislature to resolve like that, but as Members of the Parliament, the highest august body
of this country, we must look into this constitutional provision, where it is ignored in bringing
this Bill.

            What is the past experience of the Councils? So many of my colleagues, learned and
experienced colleagues, have explained how the disgruntled, defeated by people and corrupt
politicians were brought back through the backdoor to these Councils and made Ministers. It is
the practice followed in the previous years.

            My another point is why they were there. In those days, there was no adult franchise. That
is why, the people who had some property or wealth were going to be voters in those days. That
is why, they were not representing all the people as a result of which the representation of various
strata of the communities was not there. You see the position today in the Andhra Pradesh State
Assembly. This Bill provides for about eight graduate constituencies. In the State Assembly of
Andhra Pradesh, having a strength of 294, there are 196 graduates. Then, there are also
professionals, artistes and teachers. Then, 26 per cent of the professionals are doctors and
lawyers in the State Assembly of Andhra Pradesh. What does it show? It shows that people are
amply represented in the present Legislative Assembly. So, there is no necessity of having such a
Council which leads to discontentment of the people.

            Though the Council is going to be formed, the Council is not connected with the
aspirations and needs of the people. What are the needs of Andhra Pradesh today? It is said that
UPA had promised something and because of that promise only, we are getting this Bill. They
said so. There are other promises also which are more important than this. Now, we are not able
… (Interruptions) It does not reflect the needs and aspirations of the people as such.

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please conclude.

DR. BABU RAO MEDIYAM  : I will conclude in one minute.

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have been given eight minutes already. You must conclude within one
minute.
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DR. BABU RAO MEDIYAM  : This is going to be a burden on the Budget of the State
Government. It is expected that the expenditure of the Council, if it is revived, would be about
Rs. 6 crore per month. That is going to be Rs. 72 crore per annum. When there are people
without drinking water and without so many other things, I feel that it is a mere waste that we
spend Rs. 72 crore for another House, which is not at all reflecting the aspirations of the people.
That is why, I oppose this Bill. The Council, wherever it occurs, clogs the legislative and
administrative functioning and results in an impediment to the local bodies[reporter65].  

17.00 hrs.

            As our learned colleague has said, the Seventy-Third and Seventy-Fourth Constitutional
Amendments are already there for Panchayati Raj and Nagar Palikas. Even those bodies are not
given proper rights to implement programmes. In this scenario, creating the Legislative Council
will only be an impediment in the process of legislation. Every time a Bill is passed by the
Legislative Assembly and sent to the Council, it will take three to four months to give its opinion
on the Bill. I feel that it will become an impediment in the functioning local bodies and local
administration. That is why I would request the whole House to consider this measure again.

            I oppose this un-Constitutional Bill; I oppose this unnecessary Bill; I oppose this Bill
which does not have administrative and legislative sanction; I oppose this Bill aimed at reviving
the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council.

 

gÉÉÒ ¶ÉèãÉäxp BÉÖEàÉÉ® àÉÉxÉxÉÉÒªÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ{ÉÉÊiÉ àÉcÉänªÉ, +ÉÉ{ÉxÉä àÉÖZÉä +ÉÉxwÉ |Énä¶É ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ {ÉÉÊ® Én, 2004 BÉEä {ÉÖxÉMÉÇ~xÉ {É® ¤ÉÉäãÉxÉä BÉEÉ àÉÉèBÉEÉ

ÉÊnªÉÉ, àÉé +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉ +ÉÉ£ÉÉ®ÉÒ cÚÆ*

        VÉèºÉä ÉÊBÉE càÉÉ®ä ºÉààÉÉÉÊxÉiÉ ºÉnºªÉÉå BÉEä ºÉÖZÉÉ´É +ÉÉªÉä cé, ]ÉÒ.+ÉÉ®.AºÉ., ¤ÉÉÒ.VÉä.{ÉÉÒ., ºÉÉÒ.{ÉÉÒ.+ÉÉ<Ç. BÉEä +ÉãÉÉ´ÉÉ, {ÉÉÉÌãÉªÉÉàÉå]

BÉEÉÒ º]åÉËbMÉ BÉEàÉä]ÉÒ +ÉÉè® BÉEäÉÊ¤ÉxÉä] BÉEä A|ÉÚ´ÉãÉ BÉEä ¤ÉÉn +ÉMÉ® ªÉc ÉÊ´ÉvÉäªÉBÉE +ÉÉªÉÉ cè iÉÉä <ºÉä càÉå ºÉ´ÉÇºÉààÉÉÊiÉ ºÉä <ºÉÉÊãÉA {ÉÉºÉ BÉE®xÉÉ

SÉÉÉÊcA ÉÊBÉE ºÉÆÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ àÉå bÉì. £ÉÉÒàÉ®É´É +Éà¤ÉäbBÉE® VÉÉÒ xÉä +É{É® cÉ=ºÉ, ãÉÉä+É® cÉ=ºÉ, nÉä ºÉnxÉÉå BÉEÉÒ =xcÉåxÉä ªÉcÉÆ {É® ºÉÆÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ àÉå

BªÉÉJªÉÉ BÉEÉÒ cè* àÉé iÉÉä BÉEciÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE 2, 4, 6 BÉEä +ÉãÉÉ´ÉÉ ÉÊVÉxÉ ®ÉVªÉÉå àÉå xÉcÉÓ cè, ´ÉcÉÆ £ÉÉÒ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉÉÒ SÉÉÉÊcA* ãÉÉä+É® cÉ=ºÉ BÉEÉ +ÉMÉ®

ºÉààÉÉxÉ cè iÉÉä +É{É® cÉ=ºÉ BÉEÉÒ ´ÉVÉc ºÉä cè +ÉÉè® +É{É® cÉ=ºÉ cè iÉÉä ´Éc ãÉÉä+É® cÉ=ºÉ BÉEÉÒ ´ÉVÉc ºÉä cè* ¤ÉcÖiÉ ºÉÉ®ä ÉÊ´ÉvÉäªÉBÉE, ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ

+ÉÉiÉä cé, iÉàÉÉàÉ AäºÉÉÒ ºÉàÉºªÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ {É® SÉSÉÉÇ càÉ ®JÉiÉä cé, VÉÉä nÉäxÉÉå ºÉnxÉÉå àÉå SÉSÉÉÇ cÉäiÉÉÒ cé* BÉE£ÉÉÒ-BÉE£ÉÉÒ <ºÉ ºÉnxÉ àÉå xÉ cÉäBÉE® =ºÉ

ºÉnxÉ àÉå cÉäiÉÉÒ cè iÉÉä ´ÉcÉÆ ºÉä ¤ÉcÖiÉ ºÉÉÒ SÉÉÒVÉå ÉÊxÉBÉEãÉiÉÉÒ cé* <ºÉÉÊãÉA ªÉc ºÉnxÉ cÉäxÉÉ ¤ÉcÖiÉ VÉ°ô®ÉÒ cè* VÉèºÉÉÒ càÉÉ®ä ºÉÖZÉÉ´É ºÉä iÉàÉÉàÉ

àÉÉxÉxÉÉÒªÉ ºÉnºªÉÉå xÉä +É{ÉxÉÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ®JÉÉÒ cè, VÉèºÉä ÉÊBÉE càÉÉ®ÉÒ ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ {ÉÉÊ® ÉnÂ àÉå 12 ºÉÉÒ]å xÉÉäÉÊàÉxÉäÉÊ]b cé, ÉÊVÉºÉàÉå ºÉÉÉÊciªÉBÉEÉ®, BÉEÉÊ´É £ÉÉÒ
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cé, ¶ÉÉªÉ® £ÉÉÒ cé* <ºÉBÉEä +ÉãÉÉ´ÉÉ JÉäãÉ ºÉä £ÉÉÒ cé, ºÉÉàÉÉÉÊVÉBÉE BÉEÉªÉÇBÉEiÉÉÇ £ÉÉÒ cé +ÉÉè® {ÉÆSÉÉªÉiÉÉå BÉEä |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉ £ÉÉÒ =ºÉàÉå SÉÖxÉä VÉÉiÉä cé,

OÉäVÉÖA] BÉEÉÆº]ÉÒ]Â´ÉåºÉÉÒ ºÉä £ÉÉÒ cé +ÉÉè® <ºÉBÉEä +ÉãÉÉ´ÉÉ ÉÊ¶ÉFÉBÉE ´ÉMÉÇ ºÉä £ÉÉÒ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉ =ºÉàÉå cé*

        àÉé +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEä àÉÉvªÉàÉ ºÉä àÉÉxÉxÉÉÒªÉ àÉÆjÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ ºÉä +ÉÉè® ºÉ®BÉEÉ® ºÉä àÉÉÆMÉ BÉE°ôÆMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ {ÉÉÊ® Én àÉå, VÉÉä iÉàÉÉàÉ càÉÉ®ä

gÉÉÊàÉBÉE cé, gÉÉÊàÉBÉEÉå BÉEÉÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ ÉÊcxnÖºiÉÉxÉ àÉå ¤ÉcÖiÉ VªÉÉnÉ cè iÉÉä BÉEàÉ ºÉä BÉEàÉ gÉÉÊàÉBÉEÉå BÉEÉ £ÉÉÒ =ºÉàÉå |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É cÉäxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA*

<ºÉBÉEä +ÉãÉÉ´ÉÉ +É£ÉÉÒ BÉÖEU ºÉààÉÉÉÊxÉiÉ ºÉnºªÉÉå xÉä +É{ÉxÉä ÉÊ´ÉSÉÉ® ®JÉä* càÉÉ®ä ¤ÉcÖiÉ ºÉÉÒÉÊxÉªÉ® àÉèà¤É® ´ÉåBÉE]º´ÉÉàÉÉÒ VÉÉÒ xÉä BÉEcÉ ÉÊBÉE ¤ÉcÖiÉ

ÉÊnxÉÉå ºÉä ªÉc àÉÉÆMÉ cè ÉÊBÉE ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ {ÉÉÊ® Én +ÉÉè® ®ÉVªÉ ºÉ£ÉÉ àÉå BÉEàÉ ºÉä BÉEàÉ +ÉxÉÖºÉÚÉÊSÉiÉ VÉÉÉÊiÉ BÉEÉä |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É ÉÊnªÉÉ VÉÉªÉä* =xÉBÉEÉ BÉEàÉ

ºÉä BÉEàÉ BÉEÉä]É ÉÊ{ÉEBÉDºÉ cÉä, iÉ£ÉÉÒ VÉÉBÉE® bÉì. £ÉÉÒàÉ®É´É +Éà¤ÉäbBÉE® VÉÉÒ BÉEä ºÉÆÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ BÉEÉä càÉ {ÉÚ®É BÉE® {ÉÉAÆMÉä* =xÉBÉEÉÒ VÉÉä ABÉE vÉÉ®hÉÉ

®cÉÒ cè, ´Éc {ÉÚ®ÉÒ cÉä {ÉÉAMÉÉÒ* <ºÉBÉEä +ÉãÉÉ´ÉÉ |ÉÉ<àÉ®ÉÒ +ÉvªÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉå BÉEÉÒ £ÉÉÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ VªÉÉnÉ cè* càÉÉ®ä nãÉ BÉEä xÉäiÉÉ àÉÉäcxÉ ÉËºÉc VÉÉÒ xÉä £ÉÉÒ

+É{ÉxÉÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ®JÉÉÒ cè, àÉé =ºÉBÉEÉ ºÉàÉlÉÇxÉ BÉE®iÉä cÖA <iÉxÉÉ BÉEcxÉÉ SÉÉcÚÆMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE ªÉc ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ ºÉÉàÉÉÊªÉBÉE cè +ÉÉè® +ÉxªÉ ®ÉVªÉÉå àÉå <ºÉ |ÉBÉEÉ®

BÉEä ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ +ÉÉªÉå, ´ÉcÉÆ £ÉÉÒ ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ {ÉÉÊ® Én MÉÉÊ~iÉ cÉå iÉÉÉÊBÉE VÉxÉºÉàÉºªÉÉ +ÉÉè® iÉàÉÉàÉ AäºÉä ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉ |ÉÉÊiÉÉÊxÉÉÊvÉi´É cÉä, ÉÊVÉxÉºÉä =xÉ

ºÉàÉºªÉÉ+ÉÉäÆ {É® SÉSÉÉÇ cÉä ºÉBÉEä +ÉÉè® ãÉÉäMÉÉå BÉEÉä ºÉààÉÉxÉ ÉÊàÉãÉ ºÉBÉEä*

        <xcÉÓ ¤ÉÉiÉÉå BÉEä ºÉÉlÉ àÉé +ÉÉxwÉ |Énä¶É ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉ {ÉÉÊ® Én ÉÊ´ÉvÉäªÉBÉE, 2004 BÉEä {ÉÖxÉMÉÇ~xÉ BÉEÉ PÉÉä® ºÉàÉlÉÇxÉ BÉE®iÉä cÖA +É{ÉxÉÉÒ

¤ÉÉiÉ ºÉàÉÉ{iÉ BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ*

 

gÉÉÒ +ÉºÉÉnÚqÉÒxÉ +ÉÉä´ÉäºÉÉÒ ¶ÉÖÉÊµÉEªÉÉ* àÉé +É{ÉxÉÉÒ {ÉÉ]ÉÔ BÉEÉÒ VÉÉÉÊxÉ¤É ºÉä VÉÉä <ºÉ A´ÉÉxÉ àÉå ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ BÉEÉä {Éä¶É ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ cè, àÉé <ºÉBÉEÉ JÉè®àÉBÉEnàÉ

BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ +ÉÉè® <ºÉÉÊãÉA JÉè®àÉBÉEnàÉ BÉE®iÉÉ cÚÆ ÉÊBÉE cÉÉÊãÉªÉÉ +ÉºÉäà¤ÉãÉÉÒ +ÉÉè® {ÉÉÉÌãÉªÉÉàÉå] BÉEä <ãÉèBÉD¶ÉxÉ àÉå +É´ÉÉàÉ xÉä VÉÉä AiÉàÉÉn ´ÉcÉÆ

BÉEÉÒ BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ {ÉÉ]ÉÔ BÉEÉä ÉÊnªÉÉ, ´Éc <ºÉ ¤ÉÖÉÊxÉªÉÉn {É® ÉÊnªÉÉ ÉÊBÉE ABÉE |ÉÉäOÉÉàÉ +É´ÉÉàÉ BÉEä ºÉÉàÉxÉä ®JÉÉ MÉªÉÉ lÉÉ* =ºÉ |ÉÉäOÉÉàÉ àÉå ªÉc ¤ÉÉiÉ

£ÉÉÒ ¶ÉÉÉÊàÉãÉ lÉÉÒ ÉÊBÉE +ÉMÉ® +ÉÉÎJiÉªÉÉ® <xÉBÉEÉä ÉÊàÉãÉäMÉÉ iÉÉä ÉÊ®ªÉÉºÉiÉ àÉå BÉEÉxÉÚxÉºÉÉWÉ
BÉEÉéÉÊºÉãÉ BÉEÉä nÉä¤ÉÉ®É +ÉÉÉÊcªÉÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ VÉÉªÉäMÉÉ*[i66]  ªÉcÉÆ {É® àÉé iÉCÉE®ÉÒ®
ºÉÖxÉ ®cÉ lÉÉ* càÉÉ®ä iÉäãÉMÉÖnä¶ÉàÉ {ÉÉÉÌãÉªÉÉàÉÉxÉÉÒ JÉÉªÉn BÉEÉÒ, àÉÖZÉä ¤É½ÉÒ JÉÖ¶ÉÉÒ cÖ<Ç ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉVÉ £ÉÉÒ <xÉBÉEä ÉÊnãÉÉå àÉå àÉ®cÚàÉ AxÉ.]ÉÒ. ®ÉàÉÉ®É´É

BÉEÉÒ <VVÉiÉ ¤ÉÉBÉEÉÒ cè* +ÉÉ{É +ÉÉVÉ <ºÉÉÊãÉA <ºÉ ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ BÉEÉÒ àÉÖJÉÉÉÊãÉ{ÉEiÉ BÉE® ®cä cé BÉDªÉÉåÉÊBÉE +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEä àÉ®cÚàÉ JÉÉªÉn xÉä <ºÉBÉEÉÒ

àÉÖJÉÉÉÊãÉ{ÉEiÉ BÉEÉÒ lÉÉÒ, <ºÉBÉEÉä ¤É®JÉÉºiÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ lÉÉ* àÉÖZÉä ´Éc ÉÊnxÉ £ÉÉÒ ªÉÉn +ÉÉ ®cÉ cè VÉ¤É +ÉÉxwÉ |Énä¶É BÉEÉÒ Aä´ÉÉxÉ +ÉºÉäà¤ÉãÉÉÒ àÉå àÉé

ABÉE âóBÉDxÉ +ÉºÉèà¤ÉãÉÉÒ lÉÉ, àÉä®ä ¤ÉÉVÉÚ AxÉ.]ÉÒ. ®ÉàÉÉ®É´É ¤Éè~ä cÖA lÉä* =ºÉ ´ÉBÉDiÉ +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉÒ cÉÒ {ÉÉ]ÉÔ xÉä AxÉ.]ÉÒ. ®ÉàÉÉ®É´É ºÉÉc¤É BÉEÉä ABÉE

ÉÊàÉxÉ] ¤ÉÉäãÉxÉä BÉEÉ àÉÉèBÉEÉ xÉcÉÓ ÉÊnªÉÉ* <ºÉ iÉ®c ºÉä +ÉÉ{É ãÉJiÉnÉ® BÉEÉä +ÉÉA* àÉMÉ® JÉè® ªÉc iÉÉ®ÉÒJÉ BÉEÉ ÉÊcººÉÉ cé* +ÉÉVÉ +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉä

+É{ÉxÉä àÉ®cÚàÉ JÉÉªÉn BÉEÉÒ ªÉÉnå ÉÊVÉxnÉ cé* àÉMÉ® ºÉ´ÉÉãÉ ªÉc {ÉènÉ cÉäiÉÉ cè ÉÊBÉE <ºÉBÉEÉÒ àÉÖJÉÉÉÊãÉ{ÉEiÉ BÉDªÉÉå BÉEÉÒ VÉÉA* càÉÉ®É +ÉÉ<xÉ ªÉc

<WÉÉWÉiÉ näiÉÉ cè ÉÊBÉE +ÉMÉ® ABÉE ÉÊ®ªÉÉºÉiÉ BÉEÉÒ +ÉºÉäà¤ÉãÉÉÒ ®èVãÉÚªÉ¶ÉxÉ {ÉÉºÉ BÉE®BÉEä £ÉäVÉiÉÉÒ cè iÉÉä =ºÉBÉEÉä <ºÉ Aä´ÉÉxÉ àÉå +ÉMÉ® {ÉÉºÉ

ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ VÉÉiÉÉ cè iÉÉä ÉÊ®ªÉÉºÉiÉ àÉå BÉEÉxÉÚxÉºÉÉWÉ BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ BÉEÉ nÉä¤ÉÉ®É +ÉÉÉÊcªÉÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ VÉÉ ºÉBÉEiÉÉ cè* +É£ÉÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ +ÉÉªÉÉÒ ÉÊBÉE ÉÊ®VÉ´Éæ¶ÉxÉ JÉ

´ÉÉiÉÉÒxÉ BÉEÉä ÉÊàÉãÉxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA* àÉé ABÉE ¤ÉÉiÉ ªÉcÉÆ {É® ®JÉxÉÉ SÉÉcÚÆMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE ÉÊcxnÖºiÉÉxÉ BÉEÉÒ càÉÉ®ÉÒ ÉÊºÉªÉÉºÉiÉ àÉå +ÉMÉ® BÉEÉä<Ç ´ÉcÉÆºÉ¤ÉÉ BÉE®ä

BÉEÉä<Ç iÉVVÉÉÒªÉÉ BÉE®ä iÉÉä ºÉ¤ÉºÉä BÉEàÉ xÉÖàÉÉ<ÆnMÉÉÒ ÉÊBÉEºÉ BÉEÉä ÉÊàÉãÉÉÒ, iÉÉ®ÉÒJÉ ºÉä ãÉäBÉE® +É¤É iÉBÉE iÉÉä ´Éc àÉÖºÉãÉàÉÉxÉÉå BÉEÉä ÉÊàÉãÉÉÒ cè* +ÉMÉ®

iÉc{ÉÖEWÉÉiÉ +ÉÉ{É nåMÉä BÉEÉxÉÚxÉºÉÉWÉ BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ cÉä BÉEcÉÓ {É® iÉÉä ºÉ¤ÉºÉä {ÉcãÉä àÉÖºÉãÉàÉÉxÉÉå BÉEÉ xÉà¤É® +ÉÉxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA*

        nÚºÉ®ÉÒ +ÉcàÉ ¤ÉÉiÉ ªÉc cè ÉÊBÉE ªÉc VÉÉä ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ {Éä¶É ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ cè, ªÉc ABÉE ´ÉÉnÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ lÉÉ ÉÊBÉE ´ÉcÉÆ BÉEÉÒ BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ

{ÉÉ]ÉÔ BÉEÉÒ iÉ®{ÉE ºÉä, =ºÉàÉå BÉE<Ç ´ÉÉnä lÉä* àÉMÉ® àÉÖZÉä +É{ÉEºÉÉäºÉ BÉEä ºÉÉlÉ BÉEcxÉÉ {É½äMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉVÉ +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉÒ ªÉÚ{ÉÉÒA BÉEÉÒ cÖBÉÚEàÉiÉ àÉå 37
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+É®ÉBÉEÉÒxÉä {ÉÉÉÌãÉªÉÉàÉÉxÉ iÉÉ<n BÉE® ®cä cé* ¤É½ä +É{ÉEºÉÉäºÉ BÉEä ºÉÉlÉ BÉEcxÉÉ {É½äMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉ{É ãÉÉäMÉ +ÉÉxwÉ |Énä¶É ºÉä ºÉÉèiÉäãÉÉ ºÉÖãÉÚBÉE BÉE®

®cä cé* +ÉÉxwÉ |Énä¶É BÉEÉä SÉxp¤ÉÉ¤ÉÚ xÉÉªÉbÚ BÉEä ´ÉBÉDiÉ àÉå

 

 

*English translation of the speech originally delivered in Persian.

 

JÉÖºÉÖºÉÉÒ àÉÉèBÉE{ÉE cÉÉÊºÉãÉ lÉÉ, àÉMÉ® +ÉÉVÉ ´Éc JÉÖºÉÖºÉÉÒ àÉÉèBÉE{ÉE càÉBÉEÉä cÉÉÊºÉãÉ xÉcÉÓ cè* SÉÉcä ´Éc ÉÊ´ÉVÉÉ®iÉ BÉEä BÉEãÉàÉnÉxÉÉå àÉå cÉä ªÉÉ

ÉÊ{ÉE® àÉ®BÉEWÉ BÉEÉÒ iÉ®{ÉE ºÉä +ÉÉxwÉ |Énä¶É BÉEÉä VÉÉä ºBÉEÉÒàÉå nÉÒ VÉÉiÉÉÒ cé, =ºÉBÉEÉ VÉÉªÉVÉ ÉÊcººÉÉ xÉcÉÓ ÉÊàÉãÉ ®cÉ cè*

        +ÉÉVÉ ªÉcÉ iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ÉÊxÉBÉEãÉÉÒ cè* àÉé ºÉÉ{ÉE +ÉÉè® ´ÉÉWÉc +Éã{ÉEÉVÉ àÉå <ºÉ Aä´ÉÉxÉ BÉEä ºÉÉàÉxÉä BÉEcxÉÉ SÉÉcÚÆMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE

iÉèãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉÒ VÉ¤É ¤ÉÉiÉ +ÉÉªÉÉÒ iÉÉä BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ +ÉÉè® ]ÉÒ+ÉÉ®AºÉ nÉäxÉÉå xÉä àÉÖ¶ÉiÉ®c BÉEÉ <ãÉèBÉD¶ÉxÉ ãÉ½É +ÉÉè® àÉÖ¶ÉiÉ®c BÉEä <ãÉèBÉD¶ÉxÉ BÉEä

àÉèÉÊxÉ{ÉEäº]Éä àÉå ªÉc ¤ÉÉiÉ ®JÉÉÒ ÉÊBÉE ªÉÉÊn àÉ®BÉEWÉ àÉå cÖBÉÚEàÉiÉ ¤ÉxÉiÉÉÒ cè iÉÉä nÚºÉ®É º]ä] ÉÊ®+ÉÉMÉæxÉÉ<VÉä¶ÉxÉ BÉEàÉÉÒ¶ÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉAMÉÉ* càÉ

+É{ÉxÉÉÒ {ÉÉ]ÉÔ BÉEÉÒ iÉ®{ÉE ºÉä àÉÖiÉÉãÉ¤ÉÉ BÉE®iÉä cé ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉ{É nÚºÉ®É º]ä] ÉÊ®+ÉÉMÉæxÉÉ<VÉä¶ÉxÉ BÉEàÉÉÒ¶ÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉÉ<A* iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉÒ {ÉºÉàÉÉ<ÆnMÉÉÒ BÉEÉÒ

ÉÊVÉààÉänÉ® BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ £ÉÉÒ cè, iÉäãÉMÉÖnä¶ÉàÉ £ÉÉÒ cè +ÉÉè® +É¤É ]ÉÒ+ÉÉ®AºÉ £ÉÉÒ ¤ÉxÉ SÉÖBÉEÉÒ cè* +É¤É ]ÉÒ+ÉÉ®AºÉ iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉE®iÉÉÒ cè iÉÉä

º{ÉÉÒBÉE® ºÉÉc¤É ªÉcÉÆ àÉÖZÉä ¶ÉÉªÉ® BÉEÉ ´Éc ¶Éä® ªÉÉn +ÉÉiÉÉ cè ÉÊBÉE ÞPÉ® BÉEÉä +ÉÉMÉ ãÉMÉÉÒ, PÉ® BÉEä ÉÊSÉ®ÉMÉ ºÉä Þ* +ÉÉVÉ +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉÒ ¤ÉÖÉÊxÉªÉÉnå

ÉÊcãÉBÉE® ®c MÉ<Ç cé* +ÉMÉ® àÉäfBÉE BÉEä AàÉ{ÉÉÒ ºÉÉc¤É BÉEÉàÉ xÉcÉÓ BÉE®iÉä iÉÉä +ÉÉ{É +É¤É iÉBÉE ÉÊ¤ÉãÉBÉÖEãÉ JÉiàÉ cÉä SÉÖBÉEä lÉä* àÉMÉ® iÉèãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ

BÉEä àÉºÉãÉä àÉå càÉ SÉÉcåMÉä ÉÊBÉE àÉÖºÉãÉàÉÉxÉÉå BÉEÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉEÉä ºÉÖxÉÉ VÉÉA* +ÉÉ{É càÉ BÉEÉä ®Één BÉE® càÉÉ®ä àÉÖºiÉBÉEÉÊ¤ÉãÉ BÉEÉ {ÉEèºÉãÉÉ xÉcÉÓ BÉE®

ºÉBÉEiÉä cé* càÉÉ®É àÉÖiÉÉãÉ¤ÉÉ ªÉc cè ÉÊBÉE nÚºÉ®É º]ä] ÉÊ®+ÉÉMÉæxÉÉ<VÉä¶ÉxÉ BÉEàÉÉÒ¶ÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉÉªÉÉ VÉÉA*

        iÉÉÒºÉ®ÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ, càÉÉ®ä iÉäãÉMÉÖnä¶ÉàÉ BÉEä {ÉÉÉÌãÉªÉÉàÉÉxÉ®ÉÒ JÉÉªÉn xÉä U]ÉÒ +ÉÆMÉÖãÉÉÒ BÉEÉ ÉÊVÉµÉE ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ* U]ÉÒ +ÉÆMÉÖãÉÉÒ BÉEÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ªÉc

iÉÉ®ÉÒJÉÉÒ VÉÖàÉãÉÉ +ÉnÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ lÉÉ, BÉEÉºÉÚ¥ÉÿàÉÉxÉ ®äbÂbÉÒ BÉEÉÒ iÉ®{ÉE ºÉä ÉÊVÉºÉ ´ÉBÉDiÉ VÉé]ãÉàÉèxºÉ AOÉÉÒàÉå] ºÉÉÒBÉDºÉ {ÉÉ<Æ] {ÉEÉàÉÇÖãÉÉ {ÉÉºÉ

ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ lÉÉ, ´Éc ªÉc ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉEc ®cÉ lÉÉ ÉÊBÉE iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ ºÉä ABÉE ¶ÉJºÉ BÉEÉä ÉÊb{]ÉÒ SÉÉÒ{ÉE ÉÊàÉÉÊxÉº]® BÉEÉ +ÉÉäcnÉ näxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA* +ÉÉ{ÉxÉä

xÉÉè ºÉÉãÉ cÖBÉÚEàÉiÉ BÉEÉÒ, àÉMÉ® +ÉÉ{ÉxÉä BÉE£ÉÉÒ U]ÉÒ +ÉÆMÉÖãÉÉÒ BÉEÉ ÉÊVÉµÉE xÉcÉÓ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ àÉMÉ® VÉ¤É +ÉÉVÉ ÉÊ®ªÉÉºÉiÉ àÉå BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ cÖBÉÚEàÉiÉ BÉE® ®cÉÒ

cè +ÉÉè® ÉÊb{]ÉÒ SÉÉÒ{ÉE ÉÊàÉÉÊxÉº]® +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉ xÉcÉÓ cè iÉÉä BÉEàÉ ºÉä BÉEàÉ +É¤É +ÉÉ{É iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEä ºÉÉlÉ <ÆºÉÉ{ÉE BÉEÉÒÉÊVÉA*…(BªÉ´ÉvÉÉxÉ) àÉé

BÉExBÉEãÉÚb BÉE® ®cÉ cÚÆ, BÉDªÉÉåÉÊBÉE càÉå ªÉc ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉEcxÉÉÒ VÉ°ô®ÉÒ cè* BÉEÉxÉÚxÉºÉÉVÉ BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ BÉEÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ iÉ¤É BÉEcÉÒ VÉÉiÉÉÒ cè, VÉ¤É iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ

BÉEÉ ÉÊVÉµÉE +ÉÉiÉÉ cè* càÉÉ®ä ¤ÉÖVÉÖMÉÇ JÉÉªÉn ÉÊBÉEiÉxÉä ®ÆVÉÉÒnÉ cé, àÉÖZÉä <ºÉ ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉEÉ +ÉÆnÉVÉÉ cè* àÉé +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEä VÉÉÊ®A cÖBÉÚEàÉiÉ ºÉä MÉÖVÉÉÉÊ®¶É

BÉE®xÉÉ SÉÉcÚÆMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉxwÉ |Énä¶É ºÉä <ÆºÉÉ{ÉE BÉEÉÒÉÊVÉA* +ÉÉxwÉ |Énä¶É BÉEÉä VÉÉä JÉÖºÉÚºÉÉÒ àÉÉèBÉE{ÉE ÉÊàÉãÉxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA, ´Éc xÉcÉÓ ÉÊàÉãÉÉ cè* ÉÊºÉ{ÉEÇ

+ÉÉVÉ BÉEÉxÉÚxÉºÉÉVÉ BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ BÉEÉ ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ ãÉÉBÉE® càÉBÉEÉä xÉcÉÓ ¤ÉcãÉÉ ºÉBÉEiÉä cé ÉÊBÉE càÉxÉä VÉÉä ´ÉÉnÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ lÉÉ, =ºÉBÉEÉä {ÉÚ®É BÉE® ®cä cé,

¤ÉÉÎãBÉE càÉ iÉÉä ªÉc BÉEcåMÉä ÉÊBÉE VÉÉä +ÉÉè® ´ÉÉnä ÉÊBÉEA MÉA lÉä, =ºÉBÉEÉä {ÉÚ®É BÉEÉÒÉÊVÉA +ÉÉè® =ºÉBÉEä ºÉÉlÉ cÉÒ ºÉÉlÉ +ÉÉxwÉ |Énä¶É BÉEÉä VÉÉä

=ºÉBÉEÉ VÉÉªÉVÉ àÉÖBÉEÉàÉ ÉÊàÉãÉxÉÉ SÉÉÉÊcA, ´Éc +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉä ÉÊnãÉÉxÉÉ {É½äMÉÉ* ®cÉ ºÉ´ÉÉãÉ iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉ iÉÉä ¤ÉMÉè® càÉÉ®ÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ºÉÖxÉå +ÉÉ{É BÉEÉä<Ç

{ÉEèºÉãÉÉ xÉcÉÓ BÉE® ºÉBÉEiÉä* càÉ +ÉÉVÉ £ÉÉÒ <ºÉ ¤ÉÉiÉ BÉEÉä àÉÉxÉxÉä BÉEÉä iÉèªÉÉ® cé ÉÊBÉE +ÉÉ{É nÚºÉ®É º]ä] ÉÊ®+ÉÉMÉæxÉÉ<VÉä¶ÉxÉ BÉEàÉÉÒ¶ÉxÉ ¤ÉxÉÉ<A,
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càÉ +É{ÉxÉÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ +É´ÉÉàÉ BÉEä ºÉÉàÉxÉä ®JÉåMÉä* ªÉc BÉEcxÉÉ MÉãÉiÉ cÉäMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE nÉä àÉiÉÇ¤ÉÉ iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEÉÒ +ÉÉ´ÉÉàÉ xÉä {ÉEèºÉãÉÉ nä ÉÊnªÉÉ

lÉÉ[MSOffice67]*

        +ÉÉÉÊJÉ®ÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ ªÉc cè ÉÊBÉE BÉEÉxÉÚxÉºÉÉVÉ BÉEÉ=ÆÉÊºÉãÉ BÉEä ÉÊºÉãÉÉÊºÉãÉä àÉå AxÉ.]ÉÒ. ®ÉàÉÉ®É´É xÉä <ºÉBÉEÉä BÉDªÉÉå ¤ÉJÉÉÇºiÉ ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ
BÉDªÉÉåÉÊBÉE =ºÉ ´ÉBÉDiÉ BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ BÉEä ãÉÉäMÉ WÉ®É-WÉ®É lÉä* nÉä¤ÉÉ®É <ÉÎBÉDiÉnÉ® +ÉMÉ® BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ BÉEÉä ÉÊàÉãÉÉ iÉÉä =ºÉ ´ÉBÉDiÉ £ÉÉÒ ªÉc ®äVÉãªÉÚ¶ÉxÉ {ÉÉºÉ
ÉÊBÉEªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ lÉÉ, àÉMÉ® àÉ®BÉEVÉ àÉå xÉä¶ÉxÉãÉ |ÉEÆ] BÉEÉÒ cÖBÉÚEàÉiÉ lÉÉÒ* ªÉc BÉEÉÆOÉäºÉ BÉEÉàÉ xÉcÉÓ BÉE® ®cÉÒ cè, ¤ÉÉÎãBÉE ªÉÚ{ÉÉÒA BÉEÉÒ cÖBÉÚEàÉiÉ <ºÉ
BÉEÉxÉÚxÉ BÉEÉä {ÉÉºÉ BÉE® ®cÉÒ cè* càÉÉ®ä iÉäãÉMÉÖnä¶ÉàÉ {ÉÉÉÌãÉªÉÉàÉÉxÉÉÒ BÉEä nÉäºiÉ ºÉä àÉé BÉEcxÉÉ SÉÉcÚÆMÉÉ ÉÊBÉE AxÉ.]ÉÒ. ®ÉàÉÉ®É´É BÉEÉä ªÉÉÊn +ÉÉ{É
ªÉÉn ®JÉiÉä cé iÉÉä ªÉc £ÉÉÒ ªÉÉn ®JÉå ÉÊBÉE ÉÊBÉEºÉ iÉ®c +ÉÉ{ÉxÉä =xÉBÉEÉä vÉÉäJÉÉ ÉÊnªÉÉ, ÉÊBÉEºÉ iÉ®c ºÉä =xÉBÉEÉä +ÉÉ{ÉxÉä PÉ® àÉå ¤Éè~ÉªÉÉ* ÉÊºÉ{ÉEÇ
ªÉä ¤ÉÉiÉå BÉEcxÉÉ ÉÊBÉE AxÉ.]ÉÒ. ®ÉàÉÉ®É´É càÉÉ®ä JÉÉªÉn lÉä, <ºÉÉÊãÉA càÉxÉä àÉÖJÉÉÉÊãÉ{ÉEiÉ BÉEÉÒ lÉÉÒ* ªÉc iÉÉ®ÉÒJÉÉÒ cBÉEÉÒBÉEiÉ cè* <xcÉÓ VÉÖàÉãÉÉå
BÉEä ºÉÉlÉ àÉé +É{ÉxÉÉÒ ¤ÉÉiÉ JÉiàÉ BÉE°ôÆMÉÉ +ÉÉè® iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEä àÉºÉãÉä àÉå +ÉÉ{É ¤ÉMÉè® iÉäãÉÆMÉÉxÉÉ BÉEä àÉÖºÉãÉàÉÉxÉÉå BÉEÉä AäiÉàÉÉn ÉÊãÉA +ÉÉ{É càÉÉ®ä
àÉÖºiÉBÉEÉÊ¤ÉãÉ BÉEÉ {ÉEèºÉãÉÉ xÉcÉÓ BÉE® ºÉBÉEiÉä cé*

                                                                       

 

 

 

ºÉ£ÉÉ{ÉÉÊiÉ àÉcÉänªÉ : gÉÉÒ AàÉ.A.BÉEä º´ÉÉ<ÇÆ* ªÉä ãÉÉº] º{ÉÉÒBÉE® cé +ÉÉè® VÉãnÉÒ cÉÒ JÉiàÉ BÉE®xÉä ´ÉÉãÉä cé*

...(BªÉ´ÉvÉÉxÉ)

gÉÉÒ JÉÉ®¤ÉäãÉ º´ÉÉ<ÇÆ (¤ÉÉãÉÉºÉÉä®) : xÉcÉÓ ºÉ®, ªÉÉÊn VÉãnÉÒ BÉE®xÉÉ cè iÉÉä àÉé xÉcÉÓ ¤ÉÉäãÉÚÆMÉÉ*…(BªÉ´ÉvÉÉxÉ) 

ºÉ£ÉÉ{ÉÉÊiÉ àÉcÉänªÉ  : +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉÒ {ÉÉ]ÉÔ BÉEÉ ]É<àÉ ANÉVÉÉº] cÉä SÉÖBÉEÉ cè* +ÉÉ{ÉxÉä ÉÊ®BÉD´Éèº] BÉEÉÒ lÉÉÒ, <ºÉÉÊãÉA +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉä ¤ÉÉäãÉxÉä BÉEÉ àÉÉèBÉEÉ
ÉÊnªÉÉ MÉªÉÉ cè*

...(BªÉ´ÉvÉÉxÉ)

gÉÉÒ JÉÉ®¤ÉäãÉ º´ÉÉ<ÇÆ  : ªÉÉÊn ªÉc ÉÊ¤ÉãÉ {ÉÉºÉ BÉE®xÉÉ cè, iÉÉä ´ÉèºÉä cÉÒ BÉE® ãÉÉÒÉÊVÉA, àÉé xÉcÉÓ ¤ÉÉäãÉÚÆMÉÉ*…(BªÉ´ÉvÉÉxÉ) 

ºÉ£ÉÉ{ÉÉÊiÉ àÉcÉänªÉ  : ~ÉÒBÉE cè, +ÉÉ{ÉBÉEÉÒ àÉVÉÉÔ cè*

gÉÉÒ JÉÉ®¤ÉäãÉ º´ÉÉ<ÇÆ   : vÉxªÉ´ÉÉn*

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please speak now. Please do not elaborate and try to take the minimum time.
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SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN   Sir, I was a bit reluctant to speak from the very beginning
because my Party did not instruct me whether to support it or oppose it. But, as the debate
unfolded, I thought it is very much required to take a principled stand on ethics. I will be fair to
the Congress Party. I am not accusing them that they have any political motive in bringing this
Bill. I am not saying this. Democracy is the art of persuasion. It is not the art of confrontation. I
am not going to confront the Congress Party.

            My moot point is, what is the purpose of bringing this Bill. Hon. Members Shri Mahtab
and Shri Babu Rao have already said that there is hardly any Assembly in India which is sitting
for 60 days in a year. The Notification is issued that the Assembly will sit up to a particular date.
We have seen the Assembly getting adjourned even eight to ten days before the expiry of the
Session because there is not enough business. In my own State, the Assembly was adjourned 11
days before the expiry of the Session because the Government said that there was not enough
business to do. This is not the case only with Orissa but also with other States. … (Interruptions)

MR. CHAIRMAN: He is stating the facts of his own State. Why do you worry? Please address
the Chair.

… (Interruptions)

SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN : When Shri Mohan Singh was speaking, he was comparing the
Rajya Sabha with State Councils. Rajya Sabha is a body provided under the Constitution. I will
show the difference between the Rajya Sabha and the State Councils. If there is a Constitution
Amendment, the Rajya Sabha has got a say. The Rajya Sabha votes on that. But the State
Councils do not have that power. They do not participate in the Constitution Amendment.

 

                                                                                                             In the elections for  the
President and Vice President, it is the MLAs who vote and MLCs do not have the right to vote.
That is why, I say that they do not have any financial power. It has got absolutely no
constitutional power, no financial power. Then why should we have it?

            I will give you another interesting example. In Madhya Pradesh, they built a very big
chamber for the State Council[p68]. But later on, it was very strongly opposed, and this House
was abandoned.  Initially, they built it but then found that it was totally unnecessary. 
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            Sir, see the way the  debate  unfolded.  Many of the speakers said as to what was the
purpose for which Andhra Pradesh should have a State Council.   One was that they had
promised  it in the manifesto. But I would very humbly like to know from  my friends in the
Congress party  that: Was it their main point in the election, to revive the State Council?   Did
people vote for them that when they come to power, they should have a State Council?  Was the
‘farmers’ suicide’ not the moot point?  Was it not the main purpose for which they fought the
election in Andhra Pradesh? Then, how do they say that ‘for this purpose – to revive the State
Council  --  only, they had been voted by the people?

            There was another very strong argument given by the Telangana Rashtriya Samiti (TRS)
people that ‘this is being created to facilitate  the creation of Telangana Rashtra.’  I am asking the
hon. Members of the Congress party:  “The purpose for which they are going to have the State
Council?”

Sir, they say that various sections of the society should be represented.  I would appeal to
the hon. Law Minister that if he thinks that it is for the people who cannot come through the
direct election, then just like in the Rajya Sabha, he should bring in a Constitution Amendment
that in the Vidhan Sabhas, some people could be nominated.  He may bring this Amendment so
that people could be nominated to the Vidhan Sabhas also, instead of creating a Council.

            To conclude, I would say that it is not in the national interest.  I would  appeal to the
Congress party that please do not take it as a prestige issue.   I would  request the hon. Law
Minister to kindly withdraw this Bill.  Let there be a national debate on this issue for some more
time.  After two three months, in the next Budget Session, he may re-introduce  this Bill. And in
the meantime, since once it has been  withdrawn from the Lok Sabha, it would definitely attract
the attention of the nation, the TV channels and media; and they would debate over it.  If there is
a national consensus; if the nation feels: “ Yes, there is a very much necessity and it is absolutely
necessary to have the Council,” then, it would be passed.

            Sir, I know, they have got the majority in the House; they have summoned their people;
hardly there is anybody  on our side;  and they will pass it.  But the Left is opposed to it.  Almost
the whole NDA is opposing it… (Interruptions)

            Since they have the majority, they could get it passed.  I think, the Opposition has also got
a view, and they should give credence to our view and to the view of the Left also  because it is
unnecessary; and it is going to put more pressure on the State exchequer. It is not at all required.
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            So, for these reasons, I would again appeal to the hon. Law Minister to withdraw this Bill,
and if required, he could bring it later on.

           

 

THE MINISTER OF LAW AND JUSTICE (SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ):Mr. Chairman, Sir, I
would thank all the hon. Members who have taken part in this debate.  The scope of discussion of
this Bill was very limited.  But hon. Members have chosen to speak on diverse subjects; and this
House is free to touch any point they like.

            But primarily, what am I doing, Sir?  Through this Bill, I am obeying the Resolution of
the Andhra Pradesh Assembly because, the Constitution, under Article 169, provides  that if the
special majority of an Assembly of a State passes a Resolution, then Parliament may create or
abolish a Legislative Council.

            Sir, the leader of the Telugu Desam Party is present here.  He referred to the 1985
Resolution  regarding  this Council.  I was the  Minister at that time also; and my good friend,
late Shri N.T. Ramarao was the Chief Minister.  He spoke to me personally.  Although we had
overwhelming strength of 425 MPs in the Lok Sabha  who were opposed to it and our party was
opposed to this  because they wanted to continue with the Legislative Council.  But the then
Prime Minister, late Shri Rajiv Gandhi  upheld the highest democratic tradition[k69].

            In order to uphold the highest democratic traditions, we at that time in the Government,
decided  that the Andhra Pradesh people have chosen a Government which has a majority in the
Assembly, we should implement it.… (Interruptions) I am very sorry.  I am requesting the
Members that we are here to debate and not to interfere.  I am very sorry to say that a habit is
being developed in the House that Members do not listen to constructive points.  At this point of
time I am making some submissions which remind me of some traditions.  In 1985, I was the
same Minister, we implemented the Resolution of the Andhra Pradesh Assembly.  The same
Assembly, which has been elected recently by the mandate of the people, wants a Legislative
Council be created.  I have already submitted in my preliminary remarks that I am not even
accepting an amendment of that Resolution.  We have never negatived the recommendation of a
parliamentary standing committee.  We want to uphold the highest traditions.  Shri V.P. Singh
Badnora, on the other side, spoke very rightly that we should uphold the traditions.  The
Legislative Assembly of a State has its own functions, its own sovereignty. 
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Being present in Parliament, we must understand well that the members of the Legislative
Assembly have their own privilege and rights.  They are sovereign in all the spheres allotted to
them by the Constitution.  It would be a sad day if we do not show respect to the assemblies of
the States.  Therefore, in order to maintain the quasi federal structure of this country, we should
show respect to the States.  If States resolve certain thing, in the rarest of the rare opportunities
we should not show any disrespect.

SHRI M.P. VEERENDRA KUMAR (CALICUT): Kerala Assembly had passed a Resolution. 
They have passed so many resolutions unanimously.  Have you ever considered them?…
(Interruptions)

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: I will reply to them.  You please sit down.  You are a young man. let us
now listen to each other.

SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN : What about the Resolution passed by the Punjab Assembly?…
(Interruptions)

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: I may tell you that the Constitution provides for a federal structure and
this Parliament has certain areas of constitutional competence and in areas where we do not have
constitutional competence to legislate, it is the States which legislate.  These areas have been
divided.  Once an Assembly has passed a Resolution, this Government is implementing that
Resolution.  The Government has decided to do that.

17.23 hrs.                              (Mr. Deputy-Speaker in the Chair)

            So far as Punjab is concerned, I am myself a Punjabi.  Punjab has seen so many changes. 
Punjab has been divided into Haryana and Punjab and some part has gone to Himachal.  We have
lost so much because of diverse thinking.  When it was united we got PEPSU merged into
Punjab. We have gained and lost also. What has happened in Punjab?  The legislative council 
building which housed the Legislative Council is now the Assembly of Haryana.  Can you do or
undo what has happened?  So, please do not argue about other States.  Let us stick to this Bill.

            In order to implement the Resolution of the Andhra Pradesh Assembly we have come
before this House, and Constitution provides for it, to say that this Legislative Council be
created.  Members have said that this will incur expenditure.  The expenditure has to be looked
after by the State.  There is an Assembly which will manage the expenditure.  There is a
Government to see that.  It is not our worry.  What will happen to the other difficulties which
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Andhra Pradesh will face?  There is an Assembly.  There is a duly elected Government.  So, we
have nothing to worry about it.  We are simply respecting the sentiments of the people of Andhra
Pradesh.  They have given a massive majority.… (Interruptions)

SHRI VARKALA RADHAKRISHNAN : How many times you had shown respect to them in the
past?… (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Please sit down.

SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN  : Will you please yield me for a minute?

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: No, I am not yielding.  Let us observe some elementary decorum.  I
am replying to the debate.  I have listened fifteen hon. Members.  You should at least listen to
two points which I want to make before this House[R70].

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Shri Varkala Radhakrishnan, please sit down.

… (Interruptions)

SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN  : Sir, in the parliamentary practice, I can, at least, request the hon.
Minister to yield.  If he does not yield, then it is a different matter. … (Interruptions)

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: I am very sorry.  This is not the etiquette of Parliament.  …
(Interruptions)

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing is going to be recorded except the speech of the hon.
Minister.

(Interruptions) …*

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Let the hon. Minister conclude.

… (Interruptions)

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ: Sir, I am not yielding. … (Interruptions)  I told Shri Swain that I am
not yielding.  I am replying to the debate. … (Interruptions)
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            What I am saying is that there is nothing unusual in this.  You can always speak for or
against in a debate.  Now, it is a simple question.  In 1985 respecting the Resolution passed by
the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly, as the Law Minister then, I got it abolished.  Today, I
am moving this Bill to re-create the Legislative Council because this is the Resolution passed by
the Assembly of that State. We are just implementing it.  … (Interruptions)

            We are implementing it in order to respect the sentiments of the people of the State.  Let
us not show disrespect to the people of Andhra Pradesh.  Let us not take it lightly.  So, I
commend that this Bill be passed. … (Interruptions)

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Hon. Members, you can ask for clarifications one by one.

… (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing is going to be recorded.

(Interruptions) …*

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU  : The hon. Minister has replied to the debate.  He has
shown a lot of respect to the Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly and to the people of Andhra
Pradesh!  This Resolution was not passed unanimously.  The TDP has opposed it and the
Members of the communist parties made a walk out.  So, they have also not supported it. 

 

 

* Not Recorded.       

The Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly passed a unanimous Resolution and forwarded
it to the Government of India for categorisation.  It is pending for more than one year.  Why has
the Government of India not given priority to this Resolution? It was passed unanimously by the
Andhra Pradesh Legislative Assembly.  That Resolution was sent to the Government of India to
bring a legislation on that.  That Resolution was sent before this Resolution.  There is no respect
for that Resolution.  I just want to mention this to the hon. Minister. … (Interruptions)
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MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: The question is:

“That the Bill to provide for the creation of Legislative Council for the State of
Andhra Pradesh and for matters supplemental, incidental and consequential thereto,
be taken into consideration. ”

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Those in favour may please say 'Ayes.  Those against may please say
'No'.  I think, the 'Ayes' have it.

… (Interruptions)

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Sir, I am pressing for division. … (Interruptions)

THE MINISTER OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS AND MINISTER OF INFORMATION
AND BROADCASTING (SHRI PRIYA RANJAN DASMUNSI):  Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir,
after you give a decision, division is not asked for. The division is asked for before adoption of
the motion.  It is not asked for after the adoption. … (Interruptions)

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : No, this is not the practice.  You can go through the
records. … (Interruptions)  We should not bypass the Constitution. … (Interruptions)  This is our
constitutional right. … (Interruptions)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: All right.  No doubt, you have a right to press for division.  I agree
with you.  You can ask for division.

            Let the lobbies be cleared--

Now, the Lobbies are cleared.  Secretary-General to read the instructions.

SECRETARY-GENERAL: Kind attention of the hon. Members is invited to the following points
in the operation of the Automatic Vote Recording System:-

1.                  Before a Division starts, every hon. Member should occupy his or her own seat and
operate the system from that seat only.

2.                  As may kindly be seen, the “Red Bulbs above Display Boards” on either side of hon.
Speaker’s Chair are already glowing.  This means the voting system has been activated.

3.                  For voting, please press the following two Buttons simultaneously immediately after
sounding of first gong, viz.,
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One “Red” Button in front of the hon. Member on the Head Phone Plate and

ALSO

            Any one of the following Buttons fixed on the top of desk of seats.

 

AYES              -           GREEN COLOUR

NOES             -           RED COLOUR

ABSTAIN       -           YELLOW COLOUR

 

4.                  It is essential to keep both the Buttons pressed till the second gong sound is heard and the
Red Bulbs are “OFF”.

The hon. Members may please note that the vote will not be registered if both
Buttons are not kept pressed simultaneously till the sounding of the second gong.

5.                  Please do not press the amber Button (P) during Division.

6.                  Hon. Members can actually see their vote on Display Boards and on their desk unit.

7.                  In case vote is not registered, they may call for voting through slips[mks71].
 

 

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:  The question is:

“That the Bill to provide for the creation of Legislative Council for the State of
Andhra Pradesh and for matters supplemental, incidental and consequential thereto,
be taken into consideration.”

 

The Lok Sabha divided:

 

AYES                                                  17.35 hrs.                             
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Aaron Rashid, Shri J.M.
Ahamed, Shri E.
Aiyar, Shri Mani Shankar
* Ansari, Shri Furkan
Athithan  Dhanuskodi, Shri  R.
Baalu, Shri T.R.
‘Baba’, Shri K.C. Singh
Bansal, Shri Pawan Kumar
* Bhakta, Shri Manoranjan
Bhuria, Shri Kanti Lal
Chaliha, Shri Kirip
Chander Kumar, Prof.
Chidambaram, Shri P.
Chitthan, Shri N.S.V.
Dasmunsi, Shri Priya Ranjan
Deo, Shri V. Kishore Chandra S.
Dev, Santosh Mohan
Dharavath , Shri Ravinder Naik
Dikshit, Shri Sandeep

* Voted through slip.
Dubey, Shri Chandra Shekhar

Elangovan, Shri E.V.K.S.
Fanthome, Shri Francis
Gaikwad, Shri Eknath Mahadeo
Gamang, Shri Giridhar
Goyal, Shri Surendra Prakash
Handique, Shri Bijoy
Harsha Kumar, Shri G.V.
Jai  Prakash, Shri
Jagadeesan, Shrimati Subbulakshmi
Jogaiah, Shri Hari Rama
Kader Mohideen, Prof. K.M.
* Kerketta, Shrimati Sushila
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Kharventhan, Shri S.K.
Krishnan, Dr. C.
Krishnaswamy, Shri A.
Kuppusami, Shri C.
Kyndiah, Shri P.R.
Lalu Prasad, Shri
Mcleod, Ms. Ingrid
Manjhi, Shri Rajesh Kumar
Maran, Shri Dayanidhi
Mehta, Shri Alok  Kumar
Meinya, Dr. Thokchom
Mishra, Dr. Rajesh
Mukeem, Mohd.
 

* Voted through slip.
Mukherjee, Shri Pranab
Naik, Shri A. Venkatesh
* Narendra, Shri A.
Ola, Shri Sis Ram
Oraon, Dr. Rameshwar
Owaisi, Shri Asaduddin
Panabaka Lakshmi, Shrimati
Patil, Shri Balasaheb Vikhe
Patil, Shri Jaysingrao Gaikwad
Patil, Shri Laxmanrao
Patil, Shrimati Suryakanta
Pilot, Shri Sachin
Raja, Shri A.
Rajenthiran, Shrimati M.S.K. Bhavani
Ramadass, Prof. M.
Ramakrishna, Shri Badiga
Rana, Shri Rabinder Kumar
Rao, Shri D. Vittal
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Rao, Shri K.S.
Rao, Shri Rayapati Sambasiva
Reddy, Shri Anantha Venkatarami
Reddy, Shri K.J.S.P
Reddy, Shri M. Raja Mohan
Reddy, Shri Madhusudan
Reddy, Shri S.P.Y.
Regupathy, Shri S.
 

* Voted through slip.
Sahu, Shri Chandra Sekhar
Sai Prathap, Shri A.
Satyanarayana, Shri Sarvey
Sayeda, Shrimati Rubab
Selvi, Shrimati V. Radhika
Shailendra Kumar, Shri
Shandil, Dr. Col. (Retd.)  Dhani Ram
Singh, Chaudhary  Bijendra 
Singh, Dr. Raghuvansh Prasad 
* Singh, Shri Mohan
Singh, Shrimati Pratibha
Sippiparai, Shri Ravichandran
Sugavanam, Shri E.G.
Sumbrui, Shri Bagun
Suryawanshi, Shri Narsingrao H. 
* Thangkabalu, Shri K.V.
Thummar, Shri V. K.
Vaghela, Shri Shankar Sinh
Vallabhaneni, Shri Balashowry
Venkatapathy, Shri K.
Venkatswamy, Shri G.
Venugopal, Shri D.
Vinod Kumar, Shri B. 
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Vundavalli, Shri Aruna Kumar
Yadav, Dr. Karan Singh
* Voted through slip.

 

 

 

Yadav, Shri M Anjan Kumar 
Yaskhi, Shri Madhu Goud

 

 

Noes

* Ahir, Shri Hansraj G. 
Audikesavulu, Shri D.K.
Bellarmin, Shri A.V.
Dhotre, Shri Sanjay
Gao, Shri Tapir
Hamza, Shri T.K.
Jagannath, Dr. M.
Khanna, Shri Avinash Rai
Mahtab, Shri B.
* Mallikarjuniah, Shri S.
Mediyam, Dr. Babu Rao
Mohan, Shri P.
Naik, Shri Shripad Yesso
Nayak, Shrimati Archana
* Patasani, Dr. Prasanna Kumar
Paul, Dr. Sebastian
Rajendran, Shri P.
* Radhakrishnan, Shri Varkala
Rao, Shri P. Chalapathi
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Rijiju, Shri Kiren
Satheedevi, Shrimati  P
Satpathy, Shri Tathagata
Sujatha, Shrimati C.S.
Tripathi, Shri Chandra Mani
* Voted through slip.
 
Tripathy, Shri Braja Kishore
Veerendra Kumar, Shri M.P.
Waghmare, Shri Suresh
Yerrannaidu, Shri Kinjarapu

 

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:  Subject to  correction * , the result of the division is:

            Ayes:               93

            Noes:               25

           

The motion was adopted.

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:  The House will now take up clause-by-clause consideration of the
Bill.

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: The question is:

            “That clauses 2 to 4 stand part of the Bill.”

The motion was adopted.

Clauses 2 to 4 were added to the Bill.
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SHRI BRAJA KISHORE TRIPATHY (PURI):  Sir, this is most undemocratic and
unconstitutional. That is why, we are walking out.

 

17.36 hrs.

(At this stage, Shri Braja Kishore Tripathy  and some other

hon. Members left the House.)

 

 

 

* The following Members also recorded their votes through slips.

Ayes : 93+ Shri Manoranjan Bhakta, Shri K.V. Thangkabalu, Shri A. Narendra, Shrimati Sushila Kerketta, Shri Mohan
Singh, Shri Furkan Ansari = 99

Noes : 25+Shri Varkala Radhakrishnan, Dr. Prasanna Kumar Patasani, Shri Hansraj G. Ahir, Shri S. Mallikarjuniah = 29 
                                Clause 5                                                                          

Amendment of

Section 15A ofAct 43 of 1951                   
                       

Amendment made:

            Page 2, line 35,--

                        for “2004”

                        substitute “2005”      (3)

                                                                                                (Shri H.R. Bhardwaj)

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:  The question is:
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            “That clause 5, as amended, stand part of the Bill.”

The motion was adopted.

Clause 5, as amended, was added to the Bill.

 

Clause 1                                 Short Litle

Amendment made:

            Page 1, line 2,--

                        for “2004”

                        substitute “2005”      (2)

                                                                                                (Shri H.R. Bhardwaj)

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:  The question is:

            “That clause 1, as amended, stand part of the Bill.”

The motion was adopted.

Clause 1, as amended, was added to the Bill.

 

Enacting Formula

Amendment made:

            Page 1, line 1,--

                        for “Fifty-fifth

                        substitute “Fifty-sixth”         (1)

                                                                                                (Shri H.R. Bhardwaj)
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MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: The question is:

            “That the Enacting Formula, as amended, stand part of the Bill.”

The motion was adopted.

The Enacting Formula, as amended, was added to the Bill[R72].

TheLong  Title was added to the Bill.

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:  The Minister may now move that the Bill, as amended, be passed.

SHRI H.R. BHARDWAJ :  Sir, I beg to move:

“That the Bill, as amended, be passed.”

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:  The question is:

“That the Bill, as amended, be passsed. ”

The motion was adopted.

 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER:  Lobbies be opened. 

 

---------------

 

 

 

 


